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President’s Message
The holidays are now well concluded and I hope yours were as enjoyable as mine.
I had the unique opportunity to demonstrate, for the second year, the roll-playing capabilities
of a 55-rank Aeolian Residence Organ to many people at “Christmas at Callanwolde”
(www.callanwolde.org) here in Atlanta. I also enjoyed brightening the holidays at home by
playing Christmas and “seasonal” rolls on my own instruments. I hope you all were also
able to channel some seasonal “cheer” through your instruments.
For 2012, please try to think of some new folks who might enjoy hearing your
instrument(s), and then see if you can’t get them interested in attending an AMICA chapter
meeting. I remain very upbeat about our being able to “sell” to newcomers AMICA’s most
important asset: its fun and hospitable members.
This issue includes additional information about our 2012 convention in Pittsburgh.
I hope every one of you will consider coming. I would be pleased to answer any questions
you might have.
I continue to appreciate the opportunity to serve you as President and look forward
to seeing you in Pittsburgh.
Sincerley
Tim Baxter
amica_2012@mindspring.com

editorial Observations
A huge concern facing all our related organizations is shrinking membership, due to a
variety of reasons. Certainly “grey-power” is critically evident at our various meetings and
events. The message is crystal clear. We absolutely must reach out for new members from a
variety of sources with a variety of approaches. Our Chapters, the front-line of such initiatives,
should take an active role in inviting guests to meetings and events, have extra ‘Take-One’
AMICA Bulletins available, and encourage membership and benefits.
Marc Sachnoff’s recent interview of Wayne Stahnke contained a revealing observation of great significance to all AMICAns – ~30% of all new acoustic piano sales in recent years
have some form of electronic player mechanism within.
That’s a huge potential for membership, which we really are not addressing, even though many of our members do own such instruments, I among them.
For many years, I have been digitizing music rolls into midi files and making these files
freely available on my personal web site, some 5,000+ at this time.
A review of feedback
reveals that the major beneficiaries of my files are owners of newer contemporary player pianos,
dominantly Disklavier. Player piano music of the turn of the century is loved and appreciated.
At very least, recruitment efforts should focus on this opportunity.
We are blessed once again with a great before/after story by Stephen Kent Goodman
about his restoration of Eugene O'Neill’s WurliTzer IX-B, affectionately known as “Rosie”. Stephen is to be commended for his
discipline in documention/photos throughout his restoration of this fine, highly public instrument. These types of restoration stories
are urgently needed.
Our Archivist, Tom Hutchinson, invites AMICAns on the move in central USA, to stop by his home and pick up a bundle of
surplus AMICA Bulletins, for distribution at Chapter Meetings, Hospital waiting rooms, etc.
He lives just off I-70 in Sturgeon,
MO, 153 Hopper Rd., (573) 442-6675, <hutweb@tranquility.net>
Publication of Dave Bowers’ new book – Violin-Playing Machines – is nearing completion. See full page ad inside front
cover. Many thanks for those who have reserved copies to date.
A pre-publication price of $19.95 will continue to be available
until end of April. As of 1 May 2012, regular price thereafter will be $34.95. This book is a winner. As I did the layout, I am very
much aware of its outstanding content. All members, even those who do not own either a Mills Violano-Virtuoso or Hupfeld Phonolist-Violina, should have this book in their personal libraries.
Enjoy!
Terry Smythe
smythe@shaw.ca
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Vice-President’s Message
Happy New Year and greetings to one and all! I hope 2012 is great for each and every one of
you.
This year is looking like it will be another good and exciting year for AMICA, we have a very
full and interesting convention lined up in Pittsburgh, July 11th through the 15th. I hope to see many of
our members attending and meeting as many of you as I can. If you see me, please don't be shy, come on
over and say hello. Membership renewals are coming along nicely, but there are still a few of you that
have yet to renew, please send in your renewals as soon as possible so you don't miss out on any of the
bulletins or the other benefits AMICA has to offer.
Despite all the exciting things planned for this year (and tentatively planned for the next few
years) AMICA still has one major challenge. That is maintaining and growing our membership. We
need to find ways to bring new and younger blood into the organization. I have talked on this subject
many times in the past (and I will continue to do so) I am certain there is no single way we can achieve
this, but do look back through my previous messages and try to apply some of those ideas where you
can.
I was very intrigued to read the article and interview of Wayne Stahnke by Marc Sachnoff in the last issue of the bulletin. I found it particularly interesting that 30% of all pianos sold in the last few years were equipped with player systems installed. One could argue the numbers, but
regardless, that is a huge number of people who are buying new pianos with modern electronic player piano systems. This is a market that I believe
we as AMICA should tap and seek new members from. AMICA is after all the "Automatic Musical Instrument Collectors' Association" and these
new machines are indeed Automatic Musical Instruments!
We should not discount this new technology because it is not made with gears and springs; rubber cloth, leather and wood held together
with hide glue and connected to vacuum pumps with rubber tubing and hoses. I am certain that if this electronic technology were available 110
years ago the pioneers who invented and built the instruments back then would have used it! Some may say that this new technology will become
obsolete and unrepairable. I disagree. No we won't be able to recover pneumatics, or releather a set of valves to get them going, but, there will be
people talented with electronics who will be able to repair these and keep them going alongside our first generation instruments. We already have
talented members within our current membership who are capable of these repairs today.
Don't fear change, embrace it and grow! There will always be a place for the mechanical, pneumatic and early electric instruments that we
collect and cherish, however, lets welcome our new cousins into the fold and grow our membership.
Musically,
Alan Turner
duo-art@mts.net

Addendum - Board Reports

Vice-President Report
It has been an honor to serve as your Vice-President this last
year and I am looking forward to the coming year as being more interesting and exciting. The role of Vice-President is two-fold; first to act as
liaison to the Chapters and second to chair the awards committee for
awarding the Leo Ornstein Literary and AMICA International Awards.
In addition, I have taken the opportunity to start writing a short column
in the AMICA bulletin encouraging our membership to recruit new
members as well as think about ways to (re)kindle interest in our hobby.

ChAPTeR lIAISOn

email: duo-art@mts.net

The awards committee of Tim Baxter, Terry Smythe and I considered
the nominations put forward from the Chapters for the two awards.
There was quite a good return of nominations from the Chapters this
year and the committee had a very good and deserving list of people to
choose from. However, a choice of just one nominee to win each award
had to be made. (I encourage the Chapters to re-nominate those individuals who did not win this year for next year's awards)

AMICA International Award

The role of Chapter Liaison is a difficult one and one that I
am still working to improve, to do this job effectively I need more input
from the Chapters by having them send me notices of upcoming Chapter activities such as meetings, concerts or special events they may be
holding. The Chapters can send this information to me by email (preferred) or snail mail at the address below. I am looking forward to hearing from all the Chapters of the great events and initiatives they are
holding or sponsoring.
Alan Turner
148 Kingsway
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA
R3M 0H1

AWARDS

The AMICA International Award this year will be given to John MottoRos for his outstanding contributions over many years towards the furtherance of AMICA's goals and objectives.

leo Ornstein literary Award
The Leo Ornstein Literary Award this year will be given to Hi Babit
(Herman Babich) for his book entitled "The Flying Piano Roll Man".
Respectfully submitted, Alan W. Turner, Vice-President, Winnipeg,
MB, CANADA
Ed Note:
Our Vice-President’s Annual Report was in fact submitted
in a timely fashion for inclusion within the Nov-Dev 2011 issue of our
AMICA Bulletin. For whatever reason, I failed to ensure its inclusion.
My apologies.... ts
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Treasurer's Report
AMICA National had revenue in fiscal year 2010 of
$65,748.54. This was 13% less than in fiscal year 2009. The majority of the decrease was due to a decrease in Bulletin advertising and
no convention revenue in fiscal year 2010. National membership
dues in fiscal year 2010 were almost identical to membership dues
in fiscal year 2009.
AMICA National had expenses in fiscal year 2010 of
$75,856.11. This was 37% greater than in fiscal year 2009. The
majority of the increase was due to an increase in the printing and
postage cost for the AMICA Bulletin, 2010 Convention expenses,
and seed money for the 2012 Convention.
The total AMICA International revenue (National and
Chapters) for fiscal year 2010 was $124,443.66 and the total
AMICA International expenses (National and Chapters) for fiscal
year 2010 were $135,287.68.
At the beginning of fiscal year 2010 the net assets of
AMICA International (National and Chapters) were $192,497.73
and at the end of fiscal year 2010 the net assets of AMICA International (National and Chapters) were $181,653.71-a net decrease of
$10,844.02.
The revenue and expenses for fiscal year 2011 are expected to be
similar to those for fiscal year 2010. AMICA International remains
financially sound.
Respectfully submitted,
Joe Orens
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Ed Note:
The spreadsheets accompanying our Treasurer’s Annual
Report were inadvertently omitted in the Nov-Dec 2011 issue of our
AMICA Bulletin.
ts
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letters
From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Keith Bigger <k_bigger@yahoo.com>
Durrell Armstrong
Fri, 13 Jan 2012 12:41:37 -0800 (PST)
Terry Smythe <smythe@shaw.ca>

I see, in the present AMICA Bulletin Vol. 48, No. 6,
page 323, AMICA Honor Roll Report, that the name Durrell
Armstrong appears with the recognition "Player Piano Supplies.
Durrell's Player Piano Supply Catalog included a listing
of 50 different player mechanisms, their manufacturers, how to
recognize each, and a comprehensive list of piano makers and
which player mechanisms might be found in each. Interspersed
throughout the catalog would be useful restoration tips.
I kept a copy from the 70's just for the useful information, only to lose it in a fire at my church last year. It would be
great if you could find a copy you could make available on the
AMICA web site.
Keith Bigger
Ed Note: I have a copy of Durrell’s older catalog and will followup with your suggestion. Stay tuned..... ts

From: Matthew Caulfield
Sent: Saturday, January 14, 2012 7:09 PM
To: Dave Bowers ; Art Reblitz
cc: Terry Smythe
Subject: Your article on larry Givens
Congratulations, guys, on the wonderfully informative
article on larry Givens. I learned so much from it about the
early days of the mechanical music business and about Larry's
role in it. I knew about his roll-making business and about his
books on player pianos. But your tribute to him told me so much
that I never knew. One surprising thing was that my good friend
and fellow Rochesterian Alan Mueller knew Larry, Harvey
Roehl, Dick Howe, and you all way back when.
The mention about Larry making a trip to Rochester for
Dave Bowers in contemplation of Dave's purchasing that Berry
Wood AOW was particularly meaningful to me, because I was
the person who got it playing -- I would never say I rebuilt or
restored it -- after it was brought back into public view ca. 1958.
George Long and his park manager, Harold Mosta, went
to see Irondequoit resident Pauly Moore because Mr. Long wanted to buy the Gavioli (?) band organ that Pauly owned when he
operated a carousel at the then-defunct Boardwalk Park adjoining
Mr. Long's Dreamland (later Seabreeze) Park. Mr. Long did buy
the Gavioli (which he later sold to Tim Trager), and on that same
visit to Pauly Moore, Harold Mosta bought the Berry Wood
AOW that Pauly had sitting in an old, abandoned hotel (drinking
establishment) on the shore of Lake Ontario.
Both the Gavioli and the AOW were trucked back to
Seabreeze and put in the basement workshop. The Gavioli sat
there unworked on the whole time that Mr. Long owned it, as far
as I know. But Harold wanted to get the AOW playing and on
display for the public in the park's Main Refreshment Stand. So I
tackled the job. The AOW was in amazing condition for its age.
I forget all that I had to do to get it playing. I do remember
cleaning out all the poppet valves, which had dirt and dead bees

in them. The poppets were one-piece molded gray rubber, and
with some cleaning, they were amazingly tight. The rotary, 4chamber vacuum pump (see the illustration on Bowers p. 386)
needed work, including replacing its missing belting. Much of
the percussion was missing, and I put in new mechanisms,
although I had no way of knowing about or reconstructing the
unique "device for drumming on the rim" mentioned on Bowers
p. 386.
I got it playing quite passably and refitted the coin slot
mechanism, so that it would play the one roll that came with the
organ, the only one we ever found. I forget the ten tunes on the
roll, except that it ended with a nice arrangement of "Barney
Google." The one thing that I am not so proud of -- and that I
might have done more carefully or not done at all, had I known it
was a one-of-a-kind instrument -- was that I cut a rectangular
hole in the bottom left door panel and installed a pane of glass, so
that customers could watch the roll play, after they inserted their
nickel.
The AOW played for a couple of years in the Main
Refreshment Stand opposite the soda fountain, until Harold
Mosta sold it to Dick Reis upon leaving his manager's job at
Seabreeze. You know how it came into Jake Debence's possession. It eventually went to the Debence Museum in Franklin,
Pa., as you also know. Prescott "Scotty" Greene tells me that
they found another AOW roll, thereby doubling the orchestrion's
repertoire. I never heard whether my butcher job on the cabinet
door was improved on. Some day I will have to go to Franklin
and renew an old acquaintance with the AOW. It looks exactly
like the model pictured in Bowers on p. 386, even down to the
same leaded staind glass art work in the windows.
Matthew

Berry-Wood, style AOW. Catalog illustration, page 386, Encyclopedia of Automatic Musical Instruments, by Q. David Bowers
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AMICA 2012 Convention
Pittsburgh, PA, uSA
July 11 – 15, 2012
Please plan on attending the 2012 Convention in Pittsburgh, PA, an exciting city with attractions galore, many within
walking distance of our convention hotel.
Our convention hotel, the Sheraton Station Square, is
situated at the premier location in the city: on the Monongahela
Riverfront in downtown Pittsburgh overlooking Fort Duquesne
and the Golden Triangle, where the Allegheny and Monongahela
Rivers meet to form the Ohio River. The hotel is part of the Station Square shopping complex, which comprises 52 acres of indoor
and outdoor shopping, dining and entertainment. Being among
Pittsburgh’s largest tourist destinations, it attracts more than three
million people annually. Station Square incorporates the former
“grand” station of the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Railroad, with
some of the original structures such as the freight house building
and the elegant concourse being converted into restaurants and a
shopping mall. (If you ever saw the movie “Flash Dance,” a portion was filmed at the Grand Concourse Restaurant). Station
Square boasts a stop on Pittsburgh’s light Rail System (“PAT”),
as well as the docks for the Gateway Clipper River Fleet and
“Just Ducky” DKW (WW2 amphibious boat) tours.
Wednesday, July 11
•
•

Arrival and 9:00am Board Meeting / self-guided
sightseeing for non-Board Members
Evening entertainment

Thursday, July 12
•
•

•
•

•

Opening breakfast
Tour of Frick Art and historical Center, including
Clayton, the mansion of Pittsburgh industrialist
Henry Clay Frick, and the Car and Carriage Museum. The mansion includes a Welte Cottage
Orchestrion restored by Durward Center in a rare
“original installation” location.
Box lunch provided in between tours
Tour of Phipps Conservatory and Botanical
Gardens, with 17 distinct botanical experiences,
including a Palm Court, Butterfly house, Orchid
Room and formal outdoor garden. The Phipps Welcome Center is the first LEED-certified building in
a public garden and boasts a fabulous Dale Chihuly
chandelier.
Return to hotel and board Gateway Clipper River
Boat dinner tour of Pittsburgh’s three rivers and
stunning skyline.

Friday, July 12
Our planned activities include visits to the following:
•

•
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Tour of Blackwood, a 35-acre estate in Butler Coun
ty built in its entirety by AMICAns Don Fink and
Ben Robertson. Visit to include a concert by Dave
Wickerham on Blackwood’s meticulously restored 3
manual, 26 rank Wurlitzer theatre organ with goldleaf “waterfall” console.
Mini Organ Rally on the grounds during a wonderful
outdoor catered lunch and after Dave’s
concerts Tour of the grounds will include viewing the

•
•

clock tower with its 1907 Seth
Thomas clock and roll-playing
Schulmerich carillon, a Black
wood gyrocopter, and an antique
radio collection.
Dinner on own
Pumper contest

Saturday, July 13
•
Workshops
•
Mart (if sufficient interest)
•
Local Sightseeing
•
Banquet with Ortner-Roberts Jazz Trio
Sunday, July 14
•
Closing breakfast and annual meeting
•
Private collection tours (on own, or we may charter
buses if there is enough interest; additional fee for
buses on this day only may be assessed; see registration form)
Spare time can be used to tour many excellent sites, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Warhol Museum
The Carnegie Museum of natural history (the
biggest and best dinosaurs, and much, much more)
The Carnegie Museum of Art
The national Aviary
The Duquesne and Monongahela Inclines (and the
breathtaking view of the city from atop Mount
Washington)
The nationality Rooms at the university of Pittsburgh
“Just Ducky” Duck tours on vintage WWII DKW
amphibious transport

The hotel rate is $119 a night, and the convention registration fee of $385.00 will include all attractions and transportation
(except for Sunday collection tours by tour bus; we’ll see if there is
enough interest to merit bus rentals for that day), as well as two
breakfasts, two lunches and two dinners. The convention is open
to members of MBSI, COAA and the Player Piano Group at no
additional charge (or AMICA membership requirement).
To make a hotel reservation, call the Sheraton Station
Square at 1-800-325-3535 and mention the AMICA room rate.
useful links:
Sheraton Station Square: http://www.sheratonstationsquare.com/
Frick Art & Historical Center: http://www.thefrickpittsburgh.org/
Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Garden:
http://phipps.conservatory.org/
Blackwood: http://www.blackwoodmusic.org/
Kennywood Amusement Park: http://www.kennywood.com/
Gateway Clipper: http://www.gatewayclipper.com/
Duquesne Incline: http://www.duquesneincline.org/
Carnegie Museum of Art: http://www.cmoa.org
Warhol Museum: http://www.warhol.org
Nationality Rooms at Pitt: http://www.pitt.edu/~natrooms/
National Aviary: http://www.aviary.org/
Just Ducky Tours: www.justduckytours.com/
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Eugene O'Neill and "Rosie"
By Stephen Kent Goodman
When one thinks of an automatic piano owned by a
famous playwright of the '20s and '30s, names such as ampico,
Duo-art and Welte come immediately to mind.
so when i received a call from a museum curator with
the U.s. national park service inquiring about the possibility of
me rebuilding a Wurlitzer coin-piano on exhibit in the Danville
home of eugene o'neill, the only pulitzer-prize winning playwright america had thus far produced, i was more than astounded.
eugene o'neill was born in new York City on october
16, 1888, the son of an actor. the young o'neill spent his time in
hotel rooms and theater wings, as his parents moved around the
country. as he grew older, he attended a Catholic boarding
school and eventually princeton University. he was disillusioned
by his father's considerable talent being cheapened by continual
performances of the Count of Monte Cristo; this, along with
the realization that his mother was a morphine addict from the
pain she endured during his birth, caused him to run from both of
them. he found himself prospecting for gold in honduras in
1909, then to south america, and sailing on the declining number of wind-powered passenger ships. he finally arrived in england and began to write plays, testing himself in the english theatrical world
Returning to america, in 1916 in provincetown, Massachusetts, o'neill staged a short play he wrote about the sea
Bound for Cardiff with a troupe of local amateur actors. the
success of the play confirmed his talents as a major playwright
and critical and popular success followed rapidly. in 1920 he
received the first of his four pulitzer prizes for the tragedy
Beyond the horizon. he rapidly became known as america's
most exciting dramatist. he and his wife Carlotta built a comfortable home in Danville, California, in 1937 which they called
"tao house", and resided there until 1944.
the house was saved from demolition in the early
1970’s by the eugene o’neill Foundation through several
fundraising efforts, including performances of eugene o’neill’s
play hughie featuring Jason Robards. through their efforts, tao
house was declared a national historic Landmark in 1971, a
national historic site in 1976, and passed into management of
the national park service in 1980.
today maintained by the national park service as a
monument to the honor and remembrance of america's only
pulitzer prize winning playwright, tao house is open for public
visitation. his fame posthumously earned him homage on a U.s.
postage stamp.
Figure 1 - One Dollar Stamp
issued in 1967.

"Rosie" Enters His Life
Music was an important
part of both o'neill's plays and life.
indeed, the only known photo
taken of him smiling is when he
was seated at the keyboard of his Stephen Kent Goodman
Wurlitzer iX-B, which he and wife Carlotta affectionately
named "Rosie".

Figure 2 - Seated at
"Rosie," his treasured Wurlitzer IX-B, playwright
Eugene O'Neill breaks into a
rare smile. Music is an
important creative element
in many of O'Neill's plays
written at Tao House from
1937 to 1944. It is rumored
that the piano was originally
in a New Orleans bordello.

the o’neill’s purchased the reconditioned piano directly from the Wurlitzer factory in 1933, which was rumored to
have been first sold to a new orleans bordello. the original
"Rosie" was so named by the o’neill’s because its case was
painted with very large rose blossoms, against a background of a
green fumed oak finish. i conjectured that somehow a Wurlitzer
of similar style figured prominently in o'neill's life in his youthin the 1935 film ah, Wilderness! , supervised by o'neill and
based upon his play by the same title written two years earlier, a
young man (the leading character) wanders into a saloon and
wistfully listens to a Wurlitzer style "i", its case strongly resembling the style "iX-B"("Rosie"), but probably the best that the
studio's prop department could come up with for the film.
o'neill enjoyed playing "Rosie" and hearing a
collection of Wurlitzer app rolls right up to the point in which
he left the tao house and moved to new York City in 1947,
where o'neill succumbed to a degenerative disease in 1953. the
furnishings of the tao house were packed up and most were relegated to storage. "Rosie" disappeared- and hasn't been located to
this day. so when the national park service acquired the
Danville residence years later, the national park service historic
Furnishings program in harper's Ferry, West virginia, located a
Wurlitzer coin piano of similar description to act as a replacement for the original "Rosie". When the o’neill’s moved to new
York from the tao house in 1947, no one is sure where the original "Rosie" went at the time, although today it is rumored to be
"somewhere in Washington state". perhaps an amican will locate
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it- its fumed green oak case with rose blossoms should make it
quite easy to identify! the replacement "Rosie" was refinished
to a more conventional light oak color- sans rose blossoms.

Figure 3 Picture taken from the movie Ah, Wilderness! The only
comedy written by O’Neill, where one of the main characters was
modeled on an image of himself as an aspiring poet. The Wurlitzer I was a long roll frame style, not with a changer. This play
and subsequent movie would suggest that his enjoyment of Wurlitzer began in his youth and carried throughout his life.

the 2d" was delivered to my shop, where she patiently waited her
turn to be rebuilt.
When “Rosie” was disassembled for restoration, years
of neglect and hard usage, both by its service before the acquisition by the national park service and by subsequent use at the
tao house, had taken their toll. Damaged component of the roll
changer, required re-fabrication of some parts and general
rebuilding.

Figure 5 Before and during, roll changer dis-assembly
on workbench.

Figure 6 Before picture, of more roll changer dis-assembly.
Figure 4 “O’Neill about to change music rolls on his beloved
“Rosie”. The machine was equipped with the six-roll automatic roll
changer, each roll containing from 1 to 5 selections (usually 5).
Figure 7 Close up of one of six
damaged drive wheels.

The Restoration of Rosie the 2d
several years ago, i received a call from Carola
DeRooy. archivist with the national park service, who inquired
if i could help get "Rosie" playing again. evidently, "Rosie's" roll
changer had jammed and i arranged a visit to service its changer
and other mechanisms. When i arrived, not only was the changer
hopelessly jammed, but i found a Wurlitzer style iX-B in a desperate need of a full restoration, as many years of heavy usage
without any regular maintenance had taken its toll. i had never
contracted with the U.s. government before and it became a real
learning experience to do so, integrating the national parks service method of doing business with my own restoration business
contractual structure. i was informed that my shop was chosen
over 50 other rebuilding sources that DeRooy had contacted.
Contracts were signed with the national park service and "Rosie
10

Figure 8
Final adjustments
and lubrications of roll
changer discs before
re-assembly into changer
system. New discs have
been installed.
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additionally, prior rebuilding saw the undesired usage
of yellow glue, so in the process of removing pneumatics and
actual decks that were glued to wood instead of leather gaskets
installed, much wood damage occurred, which of course needed
to be addressed before new leather and fabric could be installed.

Figure 9 Stack deck after pneumatic removal and sanding
showing damage to wood deck caused by
materials used by last restorer.
Figure 10 Close up of damage caused by use of white
& gorilla glue by previous
restorer - before repair is
made.

as the piano was most likely last rebuilt in the 80’s, all
the leather which was never replaced due to it still being serviceable in those days, needed to be replaced with new pneumatic
leather. an example is shown with the stack vacuum dump valve.

Figure 14 Dump Valve before
restoration.

Figure 15 Dump valve after
restoration.

the electric wiring, as typical for most instruments over
90 years old, needed replacement where the original rubber insulation had decomposed. Rosie was actually a fire hazard and
needed this issue addressed that is so often ignored by most
restorers.

Figure 16 some of the
bad wiring that had to
be replaced.

Figure 11 Repair of
same damaged area
on wood deck.

the rubber cloth used on the stack pneumatics had leaks
from heavy usage, not by the usual decomposition due to age,
and was replaced with a synthetic counterpart that outlasts rubber
cloth many flexes over.

Figure 17 New exact
replica examples of 2
lead wiring; used to
replace damaged
wire with
decomposed
insulation.

Figure 18 Bells before
rebuilding.

Figure 12 Pneumatic section of stack before restoration.

Figure 19 Bells after
rebuilding.

Figure 13 Completed pneumatic section of stack.
AMICA Bulletin - Jan/Feb 2012
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Figure 20 You can see the corro- Figure 21 Restored coin mechanism pneumatic and knife
sion and wear. These two pieces
switch.
of the knife switch were remade.

in the course of restoring this unit, the author was able
to piece together a tubing diagram and gain some experience
with this very sensitive multiplexing unit which will hopefully
aid others in their restoration of similar units. a tubing diagram
is included for this unit as part of this article- a refinement of one
started years ago by the late Mike kitner, but never successfully
completed. i conjectured that if an originally tubed 5 pouch unit
multiplex block existed at some point that was rebuilt, the original factory tubing scheme has either been lost or has not been
saved by its restorer to be shared and passed on to others. i developed a diagram that seems to respond to the parallel control perforations- although it is occasionally “tricked” by the sustaining
pedal “on” control, which may be overcome by installing a very
weak spring under the block’s pouches to hold them securely
against the facing holes.

the curious and mysterious multiplexing 5 pouch block,
located on the roll shelf right under the roll changer, was incorrectly tubed and was subject to less than perfect rebuilding by the
former rebuilder, so the bell unit remained “on” all of the time, as
the tubing was never properly configured to multiplex as Wurlitzer intended it to.

Figure 22 Multiplexing unit side view.

Figure 25 Wurlitzer Bell Multiplexing pouch block
and connections as used on late style IX-B.

Figure 23 Internal view of the Multiplexing 5 pouch unit.

at this point, it is important to understand what exactly
a style “iX-B” is. Wurlitzer, like so many other manufacturers,
used letters to designate various models of its keyboard product
line. the style “i” was their basic 65-note coin piano, which had
a mandolin attachment and actually played a 65 note piano scale.
When a Wurlitzer piano or orchestrion that used the
standard automatic player piano roll had a roll changer installed,
the letter “X” was added to its model letter. so the style “i”
became a style “iX”. in the case of Rosie, the addition of a set of
14 bells (located in the left bottom of the case) created the designation “iX-B”, the letter “B” indicating a small bell unit. the
type of multiplexing control found in this piano and in the style iB used a pouch-only control as opposed to the pneumatic slide
valves as found in the larger Wurlitzer keyboard orchestrions.
Wurlitzer must have realized that it was a delicate and somewhat
unreliable unit, as later app rolls that included the simultaneous
pedal on/off controls to operate the bells had a redundant “bells
off” control punched a few inches from the first “bells off” commands. i found this attempt to securely shut the bells off only on
rolls from the mid to late ‘30s.

Figure 24 Multiplexing 5 pouch unit properly installed.
12
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Rosie Sings Again
Finally, the day arrived for Rosie the 2d to be moved
back to the tao house with a changer full of new rolls. she was
ready for another generation to hear her sing- the beloved Wurlitzer once prized by eugene o’neill.

Figure 26 “Rosie” Wurlitzer IX-B restored
and ready to return to the Tao House.

park Rangers and docents all gathered for the unveiling
and Rosie once again poured forth the music so treasured by
o’neill.

Figure 28 Letter received after Wurlitzer IX-B “Rosie”
restoration and re-installation.

to see a video of “Rosie’s” roll changer working and hear her
playing go to:
http://mechanicalmusicrestoration.com/19.html
For more information on seeing Rosie and visiting the tao
house:
http://www.nps.gov/euon
http://www.eoneill.com/eof/tao_house.htm

Figure 27 “Rosie’s” Homecoming, pictured left to right: Carola
DeRooy, Archivist; Isabel Jenkins Zielger, Supervisory Museum
Curator; Randy Harabin, Park Interpretive Ranger and (front)
Joanne Jarvis, Lead Park Ranger at Eugene O’Neill National Historic Site.

in 1933 o’neill’s purchased the instrument from Wurlitzer. it was described as being a sickly green color, painted all
over in red roses. in 1944 it was put into storage in California
where it was to have been shipped east in 1948. there was
rumor of an instrument resembling “Rosie” being in a tacoma,
Washington area home in the 1950’s. if anyone has any information or has knowledge of what became of the original “Rosie” the
author would appreciate hearing from them.
Ed Note:
Stephen Goodman may be contacted at:

i personally want to thank Carola DeRooy, archivist for
being so helpful and my wonderful wife and partner kelly goodman for making this project a reality; benefiting future visitors to
the tao house so they may experience the legacy, surroundings
and prized possessions of america’s only pulitzer prize winning
playwright, eugene o’neill

stephengoodman@sbcglobal.net
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Nickel Notes
by Matthew Jaro
in the past, nickel notes has explored many aspects of
mechanical music: rolls, trade newspapers, nickelodeons, roll
cutters, new music, instrument collections, etc. this time, i am
proud to offer something entirely different: the biggest automatic
musical instrument you can ever imagine: a four manual Wurlitzer theatre pipe organ --- in a home! this monster belongs to
Jack and Mildred Hardman of great Falls, virginia. the pages
of the aMiCa Bulletin can’t begin to capture the sound and the
majesty of this instrument. this article discusses the organ and
other mechanical instruments in the hardman collection.
the organ is housed in what the hardmans call “the
barn”. actually, it is an impressive structure on two levels, 85
feet long, 50 feet wide and 38 feet high. there is a really great
website that has pictures, history, sound samples, etc. of this
instrument. it is

http://theatreorgans.com/wurlitzer/
Beginnings

Jack knew immediately that he had to
have one of those pianos. he joined the
MBsi and later, the aMiCa chapter in
Matthew Jaro
new Jersey. Mildred is as interested in
the music as Jack. she is always involved in the selection and
restoration aspects. Jack is especially interested in the reproducing pianos, because the music played really sounds wonderful
and not at all mechanical.

Pipe Dreams
i asked Jack when he knew that he wanted to get a pipe
organ. When he was a 5-year-old, rolling around on the kitchen
floor, he heard a sound that was new to him coming from the
radio. he asked his mom what that was, and she said “that’s
Dick Liebert”.
he then asked, “What’s a Dick Liebert?”
the reply was “he’s the guy that plays at Radio City.”
“What’s Radio City?”

i asked Jack
his
mother
hardman how he got
explained
that
it
was an
started in mechanical
organ
at
the
Radio
City
music. i ask everybody
Music
hall.
Jack’s
parthis question. the
ents
ended
up
taking
litanswers are always diftle
Jack
on
a
journey
to
ferent and interesting.
Radio
City.
he
attended
they may provide clues
his first movie “the
for attracting new peoYearling”
and he was
ple to the hobby, a
young
enough
so that
major initiative given
the
subject
matter
was a
the aging of our memlittle
upsetting.
his
dad
bership.
explained
that
it
was
around 1971,
just a movie, a story put
Jack went to vestal,
on film and it looks very
new York (near Bingrealistic. he got to hear
hamton) to visit a friend
the big Wurlitzer play,
who took the hardmans
and
by luck, it was
to see Harvey Roehl.
indeed
Dick Liebert at
they made their introthe
console
for that perJack
and
Mildred
Hardman
ductions, and harvey
formance.
During the
quietly slipped away. then, Jack heard this piano playing. the
interlude,
Jack
was
able
to
go
up
to
the
console
and
look at the
piano was compelling. When it was playing, he had to listen -back
of
Dick
Liebert
sitting
there,
moving
the
controls,
buttons,
and this was nice clean piano playing. Jack followed the music
etc.
Jack
thought:
“someday
i’m
going
to
have
one
of
those
into the other room, and there was harvey standing next to the
things”
--and
by
golly,
that’s
the
way
it
worked
out!
piano, not seated on the bench. Jack just had to learn more about
this. What was this all about? he had seen player pianos, but he
never saw a grand piano playing by itself. this was new to him. Organ Acquisition
this was the very beginning of his interest in reproducing pianos.
i asked Jack how he got his particular organ. he sold his
of course, Jack and Mildred asked harvey all about
this, and then he took them out to the music room and it was just business interests in 1989. he was living in new Jersey at the
overwhelming. all of this music machinery -- beautifully time, where the business was located. he needed more space to
restored antiques that the Roehls restored themselves --- was just have an organ, and wanted to move south where it was a little bit
remarkable. it was a total eye-opener. harvey was such a wealth warmer. the hardmans looked around north Carolina and Florida and eventually decided that the Washington, DC area would
of information, enthusiasm and inspiration to Mildred and Jack.
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be great. a realtor showed them great Falls, virginia. it was an
eye opener. they were in range of the cultural attractions and
transportation facilities of Washington, DC but they would have a
semi-rural setting with enough elbow room. they bought an
older house and decided to modify it to add the things that were
important to them.
the hardmans built the pipe organ “barn” with the
objective of acquiring an organ later. the barn had to be big
enough to accommodate an instrument, have good acoustics and
provide a place for Jack’s workshop. it was during the final
phase of construction that Jack learned that the organ owned by
Dick Simonton of California, then deceased, would probably
become available in the near future. Richard C. "Dick" simonton is perhaps most well-known and remembered for fostering
the creation of the american association of theater organ
enthusiasts in 1955, now the american theater organ society
(atos). he had been bitten by the theater organ bug in his
youth, while growing up in the seattle area.
the time came when Dick simonton’s widow came to
the conclusion that she would have to give up the home and
move elsewhere. the question was “what do they do with the
theater organ?” Jack made a date to look at the instrument while
visiting California to attend a Musical Box society convention.
Mrs. simonton said Jack was welcome to come, but they could
not play the organ since some wind lines were separated and still
being repaired. Jack visited anyway, since he knew what such an
organ could sound like. they agreed on a price, and Jack began
planning for its removal.
however, before the instrument was removed and
shipped to virginia, the northridge, California earthquake had
taken place. During the removal process, about 100 pipes were
identified as requiring repair or replacement. Mrs. simonton
offered to pay for those repairs and related costs.

The Console
When Jack was first looking for an organ, he thought
that he would have to assemble an instrument from orphaned
parts - pipes, wind chests and other components. Jasper Sanfilippo wanted to sell the console that was in his american

Wurlitzer horseshoe console

orchestrion Room at the time. it was interesting to Jack because
it was an original four manual Wurlitzer horseshoe console, and
Wurlitzer didn’t make many of these things. Jack bought the console from Jasper, and just stored it in the “barn”. Later, after purchasing the simonton instrument, Jack decided he preferred
Jasper’s console, and sold the simonton console which has since
been restored and is installed in a private home in Wichita, ks.

Technical Issues
one of the early questions Jack had was how to handle
the relays. he left the pneumatic relays in simonton’s home
because he knew he didn’t want to put all the labor and funds
into restoring them. By this time, computer-based organ relays
were well known and available, and he thought “for sure, that’s
the way i want to go” because Jack understood computers. he
chose the Uniflex
relay
system
because of its
unusual flexibility. each switch
on the console is
connected to an
interface card. a
scanner polls each
switch in turn to
determine what is
opened or closed. the results are sent to the computer which
multiplexes the signals and sends them to the pipe chambers.
there, they are decoded and the pipe valves are opened appropriately.
i asked Jack if he added additional pipes. he said,
“that’s another curious story”. he was on a tour bus with the
american theatre organ society convention. he got a tap on the
shoulder and it was Simon Gledhill, one of the world’s top theatre organists. he said that he understood that Jack had recently
acquired the simonton organ and he was pleased that it was
going to be restored and installed. if he could do anything to
help, he would be glad to. Jack needed someone with a lot of
experience to help him write the specifications for his new instrument because it would certainly be different from what simonton
had. For example, there was no room and no wind at simontons
for the missing sixteen foot octave tibia. he knew that he should
certainly have that important octave.
simon volunteered to create an excel spreadsheet to
give them something to talk about. so they had a back-and-forth

Brass trumpet pipes
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exchange of ideas and information. he found that there were
some redundant pipes, which could be sold, and he could pick up
several new ranks of pipes including the sixteen foot octave tibia.
he wanted to replace the chimes with another set having more
notes. simon did ask for the tuba Mirabilis. he could not find
an original Wurlitzer set but bought a set from Joe Clipp of the
trivo Company in hagerstown, MD. Jack also added a few top
octaves to round things out and give a little shimmer to the sound
that is so characteristic of a big Wurlitzer.

The Blower and the Power Supply

Unique horn array

the blower was a problem in itself. the simonton
organ had a ten horsepower blower and rotated at high speed.
Jack brought it back, restored it and had the motor serviced.
When they were installing the organ they needed wind pressure
to test it. the motor was three
phase, and of course they only
had single phase power. he
bought a rotary converter to
transform single phase to
three-phase power. it turned
out that the ten horses didn’t
provide enough capacity to
handle the larger instrument.
so he started looking for a
large blower. after a lot of
looking he found one in an
old stone church in philadelphia. the blower had to be
rebuilt, because the Wurlitzer
required more wind volume than the church organ. this meant
that wider fan blades were needed. Jack also wanted lower speed
to keep the noise down. the rotary converter worked but was
really noisy. he reused two of the fans from the church blower
and had a third fan built. You cannot hear the blower running in
the listening area. he replaced the rotary converter with a solid
state system that could also provide a variable frequency drive to
soft-start the motor. the motor is accelerated over a period of
thirty seconds to prevent brownouts from an across-the-line start
of a big motor.

Enjoying the Fruits of all the Labor
there is software to record and play back performances
that is bundled with the Uniflex system controlling the organ.
the software is user-modifiable and many modifications have
been made since the organ was first played after installation. all
concert performances are recorded. Jack is very careful never to
let the recordings leave his house. it’s just an historical record of
what was played here. this is what makes it an automatic musical instrument. often, after dinner, Jack and Mildred go down to
the barn with a cup of coffee, pick an organist and listen to a few
tunes.

Wiring and Final Assembly
Wiring the organ was a big job. he hired part-time temporary help to assist in the wiring. each stop on the console is
functional. there are no unused ranks. simon gledhill’s problem in drawing up the specifications was finding enough stoptabs to control the instrument with the degree of unification he
would prefer. they added two swing-out trays under the keyboard shelf. some multi-function switches were added. organ
presets are a way to set many stops at one time automatically.
the stops themselves on the console actually move up or down
when the presets are activated. the stops have an on-coil and offcoil to move the switches automatically. on earlier organs,
mechanical relays were used. now all of this is under software
control. nearly 9000 pneumatics and pallet valves were releathered over a three and one half year period as part of the
restoration.
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some of the other mechanical music makers in the
hardman collection are briefly described below.

The Edgerton Seeburg KT Special Replica
i asked Jack how he got the edgerton seeburg kt special replica. Bill Edgerton ran the Mechanical Music Center in
Connecticut and he wanted to create a replica of the seeburg kt
special. Jack raves about this machine and its builder: “he is a
methodical guy with very high standards and he succeeded in
creating a perfect replica. he really went out of his way to make
it as accurate as he possibly could. he did a magnificent job. i
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available and would he be interested in coming to look at it. Jack
said “Yes”. he loved the tuning scheme that was devised by Carl
Frei, and this was a Carl Frei type of instrument. since it was a
modern organ, it was allowed to be exported out of the netherlands. it was built in 1970. Jack said, he hadn’t heard the thing
for thirty seconds when he knew that was it. andrew held it for
a couple of months and packed it in a container with other instruments bound for the U.s. it came into Baltimore harbor. he had
some trouble in customs since the officials wanted the vehicle
identification number and Dot sticker for the trailer that came
with it. only once have they taken the organ out to participate in
a local parade in great Falls, virginia, it was just too much trouble to do again.

The Steinway Duo-Art Reproducing Piano
i asked Jack about his steinway Duo-art reproducing
piano. Mildred found that instrument. at the time, Jack owned a
six- foot-four knabe ampico “a”. Mildred was reading the local
newspaper, and said to Jack: “how would you like a steinway
player piano?” Jack tried calling the number in the ad, no answer.
then he called three times that night, no answer. Jack asked his
secretary to try the number several times each day to try to get an
answer. Well, she called for over a month, and finally got an
answer. Jack spoke with the woman, and said “gosh, we’ve been
trying to reach you, because you advertised a piano for sale.”

am totally impressed by the quality of work that he did”.
he made roughly 58 or 60 instruments, and Jack says that he is
fortunate to own one of them.

The DeKei Dutch Street Organ
Jack and Mildred have a beautiful Dutch street organ
named “Dekei” (the key). i asked Jack about this organ and he
related the following story: Jack heard a number of organs visiting home collections, and he loved the sweeter sound of the
Dutch organs as opposed to the brassier sound of many german
street organs. so, Jack and Mildred started to look for a Dutch
street organ. after a while, Jack and Mildred met Andrew
Pilmer, during the course of some of the organ festivals they
attended during the early 1980s. andrew said he would keep an
eye out for what Jack was looking for. one day he called from
england and told him of an instrument that would probably be

she said, yeah,” i know, nobody’s called about it.” he
made arrangements to see the instrument. they bought and
loaded the piano to be moved, and she said “don’t forget the
rolls”.
Jack said “what rolls?” and she said,” there’s a lot of
them in the closet, they go with it!” she opens the closet door,
and it’s like Fibber-Mcgee’s closet – they’re falling out! there
were 750 rolls! so it was a fortunate purchase. it was a real bargain. it is a 1926 piano, essentially a model M, 5’7” with an
elongated case. it was restored by Alan Lightcap, near philadelphia and the piano was restored by Trefz, a good piano rebuilder.
they corrected the crown in the sounding board.
i hope you enjoyed this journey into a world that is quite
different from the standard mechanical music environment. Jack
hardman’s Wurlitzer is really the ultimate automatic music
machine and also one of the biggest restoration and installation
tasks imaginable. please feel free to send me an email with comments, suggestions for topics, etc. My email address is

mjaro@verizon.net
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AMICAns In The Spotlight
Ron Hartwell
The Intrepid Repairer
Summer 2011
by Judy Hinton

Barbara and Ron Hartwell

David and I first met Ron hartwell at the St Albans Organ
Theatre when NAMIR held their AGM there in 2004. On that day,
Ron was helping staff at the Organ Theatre to show us the exhibits
and provide an interesting venue for our meeting. Over lunch we got
chatting to him and discovered that he was a restorer in his own right
with special interest in player pianos. He decided to join our Association and has regularly attended NAMIR meetings and visits with
his wife ever since.
For those unfamiliar with player pianos, this is a mechanical piano which plays from a punched paper roll fitted within a standard piano.
We had been meaning to visit Ron and his wife Barbara at
home in Chesham for some time, so one day in January we set our
Tom Tom and made our way there. Over coffee in his comfortable
sitting room, Ron described his long career with London Transport.
He left school as soon as possible, just before his 15th
birthday, and after working for Wolfe Electric Tools as a messenger
boy for a short time, was apprenticed to London Transport at the age
of 16. He found that he was really interested in Electrical Engineering and went to evening classes up to four nights a week as well as
working at the Acton Works on the Underground.
On a visit to the pre-war stock at the Ruislip Depot, he
noticed that they still had a carriage with gates at either end. Rather
than see this piece of historical rolling stock lost for ever, Ron made
a model of it and this could be seen in the Railway Museum at
Leicester Square for many years.
In the last year of his apprenticeship Ron asked to work at
Neasden Depot on the big electric locomotives which he was able to
drive occasionally on the test track.
18

He then moved on to Power Engineering at Shepherds
Bush and worked there for many years in the Development Department. He was instrumental in setting up a system to monitor buses
electronically. This was the Bus Electronic Scanning Indicator,
(BESI), which monitored where all the buses were on a route. This
allowed the route inspectors to make decisions where and when to
turn a bus to fill a gap on the other side. This involved adding a
reflecting plate to the sides of the buses and setting up monitors to
report back on their position.
Ron has been associated with the St Albans Organ Theatre
for the last twenty years since he retired. However, he has been
involved with player pianos for much longer. His father was a pianist
and as a boy growing up he knew of a neighbour who had a player
piano. Ron learnt to play the piano up to Grade 3 level in his early
years and took up playing the Euphonium in a Military Band in his
late teens. The interest really began when, newly married, he moved
to Kent and as part of fund raising for the local village hall, he was
involved in the then popular pastime of piano smashing!
When he came across a lady who was giving away a player
piano for this undignified fate, he wheeled it home instead of smashing it. The casters were worn out by the time he got home and it
needed several hefty friends to get it into the garage. Having now
moved to Chesham, along with the piano, it again lived in the

A look below the Webber to see the Duo Art Mechanism
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refuse! This was a Bluthner made in Leipzig. This was sent to a professional restorer and was beautifully renovated for him. He showed
us that this instrument has extra resonating strings which vibrate an
octave higher to supposedly improve the quality of the sound. By
this time there was no room for the “Aristos” so it had to go. A
minute’s silence please!
Of course, storage space had become a problem and Ron
had an extension built to his house to store the collection. Now the
extended dining room at his home is overflowing with these instruments and he has many storage cabinets containing the various sizes
and types of roll that can be played on them. They are 58 note for the
Orchestrelle and 65, 88 or Duo Art rolls depending on the

Top-stack player unit in for restoration.

garage. One Christmas he finally brought it into the house. He was
then able to start the lengthy task of stripping and
restoring it to playing condition.
Ron then joined the Player Piano Group and had a great
deal of help from them as he took bits of the instrument to meetings.
The piano was an “Aristos” 65 note player, not a well-known make.
Even after restoration it needed pedaling like mad to pump enough
air to make it work. The cause of the problem will be evident to
woodwind repairers—leaks!
Ron’s next purchase happened by accident when visiting
Eastbourne. A stranger that Barbara was chatting to, told them that
there was a beautiful Reproducing Piano in an antique shop nearby.
This one played well but the asking price was high. However, three
weeks later after asking advice from Bill Walker, the Chairman of
the St Albans Organ Theatre, he returned to Eastbourne to buy the
instrument.
By now Ron was making a name for himself in the player
piano world and was offered a Pianola that had been refused space in
St Albans. It was a Brinsmead and after a little work plays well. The
next instrument to appear was an American Reed Organ that was
being thrown out and given to a carpenter for the wood. Ron
restored it back to working order. He rescued another large, two
manual and full pedal board reed organ from Southampton and kept
it first in the house, but with the influx of further instruments, moved
it to the garage. He fell in love with a PPG member's Aeolian
Orchestrelle Model W player reed organ which he bought. Recently
Ron was offered a player grand piano which again he was unable to

Aeolian Orchestrelle Model ‘W’ reed organ 1900
plays 58 note organ rolls.

Ron with a Bluthner Grand 88 note player piano 1924

piano/organ. They can play all kinds of music including jazz, classical, light classical and popular music of the 1920s and 1930s.
Ron demonstrated all these instruments to us and explained
how they work. By following the instructions on the roll, one can
vary the speed and volume so there is opportunity for some interpretation by the operator. I was even allowed to pedal the grand which
was fun but tiring on the leg muscles. I think Ron must be very well
trained as he can do it for hours! Most years he enters the player
piano contests run by the American Association and has won it once
and has been runner-up several times.
Ron’s workshop in his garage contains the working parts of
a player piano in for repair. He showed us the huge amount of work
needed to renovate each note which works on a vacuum mechanism.
As it plays, each hole on the paper roll passes the sensor point tracker bar, and air is allowed through and the vacuum broken. This in
turn releases the key which then plays the normal piano mechanism.
The tiny bellows for each note on this mechanism have to be remade
with a rubberized linen cloth called “Tosh”. This is a very time consuming job and the cost of the materials needed for this repair along
with re-tubing would be about £300. Ron tends to charge very modestly for his time if it is the only way to save the instrument from
being broken up. A commercial charge would be somewhere in the
order of £1000 to £2000 for such a repair.
Ron also showed us an Indian reed boxed player which was
of a kind used by missionaries to play hymns. This has 45 notes, is
small enough to be carried in a suitcase and has no legs as the player
would sit on the ground. It has bellows at the back for the left hand
to pump the air, while the other hand plays the keys and operates the
stops.
Ron and Barbara have travelled the world quite a lot. Their
last adventure was a cruise through the Panama Canal. They were
also in Sri Lanka during the Tsunami of 2004 and just escaped the
worst areas by moving north the day before.
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Sports wise he was a keen cyclist in his teens doing 25 and
50 mile time trials as well as touring Wales and southern England.
Later in life he took up motor racing and rallying. He raced at both
Brands Hatch and Silverstone. Many cups on a shelf showed off his
modest achievements.
For more information about player pianos see the Player
Piano Group’s web site;
www.pianolasociety.com
Ron will be pleased to show members his collection of player pianos
and allow them to be played by arrangement. He lives in Chesham,
Bucks and his email address is;
r.b.chilterns@btinternet.com
Ed Note: Photos by Judy Hinton, who may be contacted at:
judyhinton@ntlworld.com

Ron Hartwell in his workshop

Mike Kukral

away in a compartment in the bottom of the piano, near where the
foot pedals would be in a conventional piano. Common in
speakeasies, this roll-operated orchestrion has a snare drum, bass
drum, cymbal, woodblock, and xylophone that enable the instrument to virtually mimic a small dance band with the piano in the
lead. "This is really early robotics," says Kukral, who has served
as editor and publisher of The Amica Bulletin of the Automatic
Musical Instruments Collectors' Association.
Player pianos operate on a pneumatic or reduced air
principle through a system of tubes, pouches, valves, bellows,
and pneumatics whose piano keys, and in some cases musical
dynamics, are directed to actuate both on and off via the perforations in the paper music rolls.
The reproducing player pianos that Kukral collects use
live performancegenerated rolls to reproduce the sound, including
dynamics, of the songs as they were played by well-known
pianists of the time. A standard player piano simply plays the
notes, with no variation in expression. Kukral estimates that only
10 percent of the player pianos built were the high-end reproducing pianos.
"You really have to understand
physics and mechanical engineering to
restore them, and if you don't understand music, you won't get very good
results either," Kukral says.
It's the intricate mechanisms which
operate player pianos that fascinate the
engineering students, faculty colleagues, and other guests that Kukral
regularly welcomes to witness his collection.
Guests marvel at the pianos, as well as
the massive collection of piano rolls
that fills a back room of his home. The
shelves of alphabetically arranged rolls
routinely impress student visitors, until
Kukral reminds them that he really has
no bigger a musical collection than they do.
"I ask students, 'How many songs do you have on your
iPod?'" he says. "Each one of these boxes is one selection, so it's
not so many. I might have 5,000 or 6,000."
As a geography professor and former Fulbright Scholar,
Kukral not only appreciates the musical facet of his collection,
but the cultural component as well. "These are fine musical
instruments and it's an aspect of American culture," says the
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity faculty advisor. "The best part of
my hobby is to share it with other people. I like to share the history, the technology, but the bottom line is the music."

Echos
Rose-Hulman University
Terre Haute, IN
2011 Fall Edition

One can't help but smile as the notes to Irving Berlin's
"Let's Face the Music and Dance" leap brightly from Mike
Kukral's living room and through the screen door, before spilling
from the porch to the street. The veteran Rose-Hulman faculty
member grins as his 1934 Marshall & Wendell Ampico reproducing grand piano plays the beautiful sounds for others to enjoy.
"That's the newest one I own," he chuckles. "It's a 1934, so that
was near the end of production."
As a kid, Kukral was intrigued by his father's childhood
memories of the family's player piano and its mechanical movements.
"My dad always talked about when he was a kid they
had a piano that played by itself," he says.
Fascinated, Kukral asked if he
could get a player piano. His father
advised him to save his money. It was
soon thereafter that he bought his first
player piano, an old broken down
model, at age 12 for $75.
Now, five pianos fill Kukral's
home, including his most cherished
piece: a cabinet style 1907 Welte
Vorstezer T-100 red roll reproducing
push-up player, made in Germany.
Three other pianos are in storage in
Ohio.
"Out of all my instruments, the
Welte Vorsetzer is the only one that's a
museum piece," he says. "It took me
forever to find one of these."
Interestingly, the Welte Vorsetzer isn't a traditional player piano, but rather a mechanism housed
in a rosewood cabinet which physically plays a piano's keys and
pedals using a series of fingerlike pneumatics. In Kukral's home
the piano player tickles the ivories on a 1927 Steinway Duo-Art
reproducing grand piano.
Cabinet players like this are rare because unlike player
pianos, the players are not actually instruments. "When the
mechanics in a player piano stopped working, you still had a
piano. When this stopped working all you had was a cabinet,"
Kukral explains.
Another rarity in Kukral's collection is an unrestored
coin-operated automatic 1922 Coinola Model X nickelodeon
piano, which features percussion instruments conveniently tucked
20
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Pierre Girard

"So for that family in 1911, that old Victorian tradition
stopped."

Minneapolis StarTribune
Minneapolis, MN
6 December 2011

not a pretty sight

With crumbling pecans and a motley, uneven frosting
streaked with curvy pinkish lines -- "I don't think that's blood veins,"
Girard quipped -- the cake, like most things nearly a century old,
looks every bit its age. It might be the oldest baked good in the state.
It's still a holiday joke
"Nobody around here has heard of any kind of food nearly
by: BILL WARD
that old," said Bill Belknap, spokesman for Hennepin County Public
Star Tribune
Health Protection. "It does beg the question: How long does a fruitcake
last?"
It's hard as a rock, has a slight scent of spice and looks like
Up to 25 years, according to "The Joy of Cooking," "when
Frankenstein, with knob-like mints protruding from its sides. But,
they
are
well-saturated
with alcoholic liquors, which raise the spirits
hey, will any of us look any better than Pierre Girard's fruitcake
and keep down molds."
when we're 97 years old?
There's no question, then, that the cake was soaked in
"Most people won't touch it," said the Golden Valley resibooze, which has served lo these many
dent with a chuckle. "Others say, 'I wouldn't
years
as a preservative and kept it from
have that in my house. I'm afraid of it.' I
disintegrating
or being eaten by critters.
think I'm the only one that really loves it."
Girard
says
dogs
generally take a whiff
Ya think? Especially when even a
and
quickly
turn
away.
young fruitcake, like many holiday tradiHumans, on the other hand, have taken
tions, evokes decidedly mixed feelings.
much more interest in at least checking out
"My first reaction was 'Eww, I
the cake. Before he retired, Girard would
don't want to eat that one,'" said Sue Riley,
take it to work at Qwest; his co-workers
a neighbor who first encountered the cake
and fellow bus riders would marvel at this
at Girard's Christmas party last year. "It's
chunk
of history.
really ugly."
His
partner of the last six years, Dennis
The cake's history, aside from its
Borrel, was a bit more nonplussed. "I
being baked a few months before the Titanthought, 'Why in the world would anybody
ic sank, is shrouded in mystery. Two of
keep
this?' But somebody kept it all those
Girard's friends, Audrey Staber and Dick
years
before Pierre got it," he said. "It
Scheimo, found it on a St. Louis Park closet
doesn't
mean much to me one way or the
shelf while doing an estate-sale assessment
other.
But
it's the only Christmas decorain 1992. The elderly resident had died with
tion that gets stored upstairs; all the rest go
no heirs, and Girard never learned her name
to the basement. So I do give it its place of
before Staber and Scheimo subsequently
Pierre Girard
honor."
passed away.

hear the one about the fruitcake
made in 1911?

Photo by Elizabeth Flores, Star Tribune

But the cake came in a box with cryptic inscriptions:
"Xmas cake Baked in Dec. 1911" on top, "Xmas Cake baked by my
mother's brother Alex died Dec. 27. Was operated on Xmas day" on
the bottom.
Staber and Scheimo gave Girard the cake at a holiday gathering at T.K. Nick's in Golden Valley. Hilarity ensued. But when
Girard decided to keep the cake, his friends "were amazed," he said.
They shouldn't have been: Girard said he always has had a wellknown weakness for "old things and castoffs ... and I've always had
a reputation for keeping old food around."
Since he loves a good yarn as much as he does antiques,
Girard baked up one for this cake. "I got to thinking, there's a story
here. This is somebody's life, and she valued this."
He first learned that his new possession was part of a Victorian-era holiday tradition in which a family would make a spice
cake, soak it in brandy and rum, eat part of it and put it away for the
next year, adding a new layer when it got small. Girard took that bit
of history and ran with it. His concoction:
"Alex was cooking a new top for the cake. So he was frosting the cake, and while doing that, the knife touched the bottom and
got contaminated. And the last thing he did was lick the knife, and
he got sick. Once he got sick, his family decided, 'We won't eat the
cake til Alex comes home.' And when he never came home, they felt
bad and put it away and never ate it again.

Place of honor
But its real place of honor comes at this time of year. Last
December, it was displayed at the neighborhood party alongside a
barrel of Nouveau Beaujolais that Borrel had won, marking perhaps
the first time anywhere that a wine was 96 years younger than the
"food" accompanying it.
"I had one woman say, 'I think I'm getting sick from that,
having an allergic reaction.' But knowing her, I think she was probably just trying to get a day off of work," Girard said. "We used to
joke that it was the origin of the Ebola virus, or that there is a cure
for every known disease in there.
"And of course, 'A fruitcake for the fruitcake,' I've had that
comment several times."
The comments will continue, especially as Girard prepares
for a gala 100th birthday party three years hence. But rather than a
Nouveau Beaujolais, might we suggest a 1911 Port?
Bill Ward
612-673-7643
Stories may be seen at:
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Chapter News
Boston Area Chapter
President – Phil Konop
Reporters – Phil &Phyllis Konop
Photographers – Bill Koenigsberg and Phyllis Konop
The fall meeting was held at Dorothy Bromage’s home
in Billerica, MA on December 4, an unusually warm day for this
time of year. Dorothy’s home was aglow with Christmas decorations. Some were automatic and played holiday music with
gusto, such as Santa’s Marching Band and the Christmas Cannonball—with sound effects, action, and smoke.

President
Phil Konop
conducting
business
meeting.

Our Hostess, Dorothy Bromage

Prior to the business meeting Dorothy had us taking part
in a game to see how many music boxes we could spot in a couple of rooms. Allan Jayne was the winner receiving a music box
key chain, having found 12 boxes. Steven Bucknam was a winner of the “What is the elk wearing?” contest, and he received a
Santa soap dispenser.
While enjoying an array of refreshments, members gathered in Dorothy’s music room to hear Bob Hunt talking about his
E Valve virtual roll system which can be installed on any automatic player or reproducing piano. Dorothy has the system
installed on her Mason & Hamlin Ampico A which provided
some beautiful music. The Mason provided a stage for a forest
of miniature Christmas trees and what are known as “The Three
Wise Guys.” Two other pianos grace the music room: a Weber
Duo-Art and a Chickering Ampico B. They are joined by a
Smith American Victorian parlor organ.
The meeting was called to order around 2:00 pm by
chapter president Phil Konop. We welcomed two new members,
Paul Horgan, a steam locomotive mechanic from Essex CT, and
Peter Metcalf.
Following the business meeting, members continued to
enjoy refreshments and explore Dorothy’s varied collections
including music boxes, marbles, Laurel and Hardy memorabilia,
optical toys, Burma Shave signs, video disks, laser disks and
many more. According to Dorothy “If you have one or two of the
same thing it is not a collection, but if you have three or more it’s
a collection.”
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Bill Koenigsberg

Paul Horgan, Garry Patrick, Peter Metcalf, Dorothy Bromage
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Mason & Hamlin & Dorothy’s trees

Southern California Chapter
President - Jerry Pell
Reporter - Jerry Pell
Photographer - Lowell Boehland
Our Southern California Chapter Christmas Party was
held at the home of Bob and Diane Lloyd on December 4th,
2011. This was again a combined meeting with our local MBSI
Chapter joining in the festivities.
Bob and Diane’s home is located in the hills above
Santa Ana , and affords an almost forever view of Orange County , California . On a clear day you can actual see the ocean with
Catalina Island in the distance (and that’s quite a distance), and
during the evening hours the lights of orange county are spread
out below like a luminescent blanket. Bob designed and built
this home himself, and his attention to detail is evident throughout.
Diane prepared a wonderful meal for the 60-70 guests,
and there was food in abundance everywhere. I’m sure no one
left hungry, and Diane deserves special praise for her efforts.
After dinner there was the annual gift exchange, and both Amica
and MBSI held short business meetings. All Amica officers
agreed to continue to serve for the following year.
Bob and Diane’s collections are eclectic in nature and
I’m sure all in attendance found many items which were of interest. There were hit and miss engines, antique radios and phonographs, an antique tool collection, and Hollywood memorabilia.
In the automatic music category there were music boxes ranging
from small to large including both cylinder boxes and changers.

There was a Steinway AR Duo Art entertaining those in the living room along with a Wurlitzer CX orchestrion. There was a
music room downstairs which contained among other instruments an Arburo dance organ, Cremona G nickelodeon, two
Nelson Wiggen nickelodeons, a Losche orchestrion, a Seeburg
KT along with a Mills Violano. And somehow Bob managed to
squeeze in a Knabe Louis XVI Ampico grand. Bobs latest project is a Western Electric cabinet style nickelodeon containing the
same instrumentation as the Seeburg KT Special. These instruments are exceedingly rare.
Both Bob and Diane deserve a special thanks from our
membership for opening their home to us this holiday season,
and I’m certain that everyone in attendance had a wonderful
time.
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Our Hosts, Bob & Diane Lloyd
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heart of America Chapter
President - Bob Sout
Reporter - H. C. and Marlene Beckman

Rich Ingram entertaining guests
with an impromptu concert.

Bob Lloyd showing his latest project
to Diane DeTar and Wayne Johnston

On the weekend of November 12 and 13, 2011, the
group met at the National Archives in Kansas City, MO to tour
the 100 Years of Photography exhibit. Union Station has a Railroad exhibit and IMAX theater for those interested. Crown Center shopping is connected by sky walks so there was something
for everyone to enjoy. Lunch was served at the Harvey House at
Union Station.
Later in the afternoon we gathered at the home of Greg
and Trudy Moffitt who hosted the Christmas party with a
catered dinner. Following dinner a business meeting was held
followed by the annual gift exchange. The gift exchange is
always a source of enjoyment and this year was no exception.
We were pleased to have new members Janice Lee and
Richard Crabb join us along with guests Judy and Darrell Davis
and Dallas Dickens. Roger Stumfoll gave a report on the
AMICA Convention in England. We sent greetings to members
who were not able to be with us due to health concerns. New
business centered on scheduling future meetings. We also discussed nominees for the Leo Ornstein and AMICA International
awards.
On Sunday morning we met at the First Watch for
breakfast and meeting. President Bob Stout won the door prize
of Jack’s Stack barbeque sauce. We then went to the Kansas
City Music Hall where AMICA members entertained theater
goers with “monkey organ” music prior to the program by featured performer, Brett Valliant, on the Robert- Morton 4/28 Theater Pipe Organ. Heart of America vice president, Dan Davis,
helps to keep the organ in tune and working properly. A highlight of the afternoon occurred when Charles Tyler was invited to
accompany Brett Valliant on his accordion.
Carol Davis,
Mike
Schoeppner,
Dan Davis,
and Kay
Bode
enjoyed the
food.

Dessert time
for Bob
Stout,
Danelle and
Doug
Mauldin,
Gary Craig,
and Charles
Tyler.
Liz and Rick Lloyd
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Jim
Fletcher
tries to
figure out
what his
gift is.

Adam
Tubbs
wonders
what his
gift is.

Bob Stout
received
musical
snowmen.

Sunday morning breakfast. Bob Stout, Trudy and Greg Moffitt, Rev. Harry
Firth, Carol Davis and Deane Shepard at the first table.
Marlene Beckman, Jim Lester, Jeannine Cole, Jim and Kay Fletcher,
Barbara and John Washburn, and Gary Craig at the second table.

Rev. Harry Firth, Harold Engelhaupt, Florent Wagner,
and Roger Stumfoll examine a gift.

Charles Tyler and Tom and Kay Bode entertain guests
as they enter the music hall.

Deane
Shepherd
is clearly
delighted
with the
contents of
his gift.

Charles Tyler plays the accordion while Brett Valliant plays
along on the Robert-Morton organ.
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northern lights Chapter

The Ellingsons graciously provided a turkey and ham
buffet with all the trimmings. The membership brought appetizers, salads, sides and desserts. It was a wonderful banquet and
no one left hungry.

President – Paul Watkins
Reporter – Jerrilynn Boehland
This year the Northern Lights Chapter Christmas party
was hosted by John and Susan ellingson of Minnetonka, Minnesota. Their lovely home was decorated for the Holidays and
filled with collectibles ranging from pianos to trains and automobiles.

John Miller
and Tom
Wurdeman,
Phillip Baird
and Jerrilynn
Boehland in
discussion
around the
buffet table..

We ended our day with a white elephant gift exchange
focusing on a music or Christmas theme. Everyone had a smile
on their face as they departed with their special gift. In addition,
all members received a DVD of Scott Joplin’s ‘Treemonisha’
thanks to Terry Smythe and his dedication to the preservation of
music from the past.
Again, we thank Susan and John Ellingson for opening
up their home to our chapter. We had a wonderful time and their
hospitality is much appreciated.
Our hosts, John & Susan Ellingson.

During the social hour we viewed an extensive collection antique & contemporary model trains of all gauges. John
has also built two large operating layouts in addition to displays
on the walls. Out in the garage we were again taken back in time
to see two classic Corvettes, a wonderful ‘57 Olds convertible, a
1940 Ford coupe and numerous automobile memorabilia. The
Ellingsons also have a very nice assortment of musical instruments including their 1926 5’8” Chickering Ampico A.
Our Chapter President Paul Watkins conducted a brief
business meeting focused mainly on collecting dues, up-coming
ideas for future meetings and dealing with our many donated
rolls.

John with
part of his
extensive
train colllection.

John at
his ‘downstairs’
train
layout.

Paul
Watkins
conducts
the business
meeting.

Terry
Smythe
talks about
the Bulletin.
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John Miller
admiring
their 1915
Stroud
Duo-Art.
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Rocky Mountain Chapter
President - Jere DeBacker
Reporter - Jere DeBacker

The
group
tours
John’s
garage.

On December 17, 2011, twenty or so Rocky Mt. Chapter
AMICAN's gathered for our annual holiday party at the home of
Pat Moore, with co-host Ken hodge. Ken entertained us with
his wonderful Pell Harmonette Monkey Organ, playing Christmas carols. Anyone who wanted to try the crank was welcome
to do that. Such fun machines these are and it filled the house
with music and good cheer.
John
discusses
his
sprint car
with Tim
Wheat.

Our hosts, Ken Hodge and Pat Moore
1920
Warfield
Nickelodeon
built by Tom
Wurdeman.

Tom Kuehn
admires a
’57
Oldsmobile
convertible.

Treasurer Barb
and President
Paul Watkins.

Pat's home is a rare find, and Pat is a collector of all sorts of
interesting things. The home is over 13,000 square feet of space
with a full walk out lower level. This lower level is home to
"Mooresville" a miniature "town" with a tavern, soda shop, game
room, theater, kitchen, cafe, barber shop and more. The soda
shop has a working juke box with 1950's and '60's tunes - and
you don't even have to put in a coin. A life size moving mannequin of an old mountain man waved to us outside one of the
little stores.
The house was fully decorated for the holidays had over 40
themed Christmas Trees. Almost every one had digital music
with lights connected that would flash with the beat of the music.
In the Santa room, the entire full size tree was decorated with
Santas and the room was filled with them. The gold tree had all
gold ornaments, and each tree matched the room. The Barbie
room has hundreds of Barbie dolls, most still in their original
boxes. The cartoon character and Walt Disney character room
had hundreds or maybe thousands of stuffed toy animals. There
was the cat room, and the Mardi Gras room, and the political
room with photographs of all the presidents, along with other
Americana. More collections that most of us - with all our collections - can imagine.
Even the garage was decorated with stockings hung in anticipation of Santa arriving. A 1932 Buick sedan and a 1955 Thunderbird looked as if they might be Christmas presents. Everywhere you looked, there was something new and a different collection. A second or third tour through a room was like a whole
new experience, because there was so much to see.
Someone
asked if the decorations stay up all year. No, Pat lovingly
spends three to six weeks before Christmas putting the decorations out, and then three to six weeks packing them up and storing them for the next season. Really quite a job.
We of course had a meal in the "cafe" with Pat and Ken providing the ham and baked beans, and the rest of us bringing the
side dishes. Thank you Pat and Ken for hosting us in this very
unique and one of a kind experience.
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This photo montage prepared by Bill Decker.

Texas Chapter
President - Richard Clayton
Reporter - Ken Long
The Texas Chapter of AMICA met for their Christmas
meeting at the home of Bill Flynt in Dallas, Texas. The nearly
five hour meeting was attended by 32 members and a full spectrum of entertainment and activities was presented. Also included was a holiday dinner prepared by Janet Tonnesen and Becky
Newton with a few dishes brought by AMICA members. The
whole affair was brilliantly catered by our angelic hostesses.
The meeting commenced with holiday tunes and old
classic songs from the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s sung by Bill’s
renowned Dallas singing group, The Sorta Sisters: Karen,
linda, and Jenny. This ladies’ singing group presents the vocal
styling of the famous “Andrews Sisters”. Such famous songs as
Don’t Sit Under the Apple Tree, Rum and Coca Cola, I Can’t
Give You Anything But Love, Button Up Your Overcoat, Apple
Blossom Time, Santa Baby, The Boogie-Woogie Bugle Boy, I
Wanna Be Loved, Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen, Beer Barrel Polka and
Bill Flynt’s Tune, a new and enterprising rendition of the old
favorite Elmer’s Tune, with new comedy lyric by linda Young.
None other than Bill Flynt himself accompanied the
group on his 9’ Knabe concert grand. This piano was restored in
1980 just in time for the 1981 AMICA convention in Dallas. Its
original home was the Metropolitan Opera House in New York.
In 1984, this piano was used by the Garland Symphony Orchestra to play the Gershwin Rhapsody in Blue accompanied by the
orchestra. Bill prepared the piano with a remote switch for the

performance and designed specific coding on the roll so the roll
could stop automatically and then start per the director’s command.
Bill finds time in his busy schedule these days to
accompany the Sorta Sisters as well as other vocal and instrumental groups and finds great contentment through these musical
endeavors. Bill also played background music for the AMICANs
and gave a great performance of his Ampico piano roll, African
Echoes, #30001. This Ferrante and Teicher song was made into
an Ampico piano roll by Bill and demonstrated at the 1973
AMICA Convention. This roll requires special piano treatment
of some muted strings and the human player then “plays” strings
in accompaniment to the Ampico roll to achieve the effect of
drums and other African instruments.
As you will note in the photographs, Bill also gave the
group a comprehensive discussion on his roll coding projects
during the 1970s and early 1980s. Some of the rolls for which he
provided Ampico coding were QRS rolls:
Bacharach Medley
Beer Barrel Polka
The Cascades (pb James Kelsey)
Doin’ What Comes Naturally
Gershwin Medley
The Godfather Theme
It’s Impossible
Lime House Blues
Memories of You
Mr. Jelly Lord
Sioux City Sue

Bill entertains Christmas meeting at his home with Sorta Sisters in vocal accompaniment.
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Then other rolls were hand played by Bill and then
coded by him for Ampico expression:
African Echoes
Beguine Medley (More, A Day In The Life Of A Fool)
Fiddler On The Roof Selections (Sunrise, Sunset,
Fiddler On The Roof, Matchmaker)
Fiddle Faddle
Go Away Little Girl
I Give You Love
Jamaican Rhumba & Trisch Trasch Polka
(Arr. Flynt & Junchen)
Mancini Medley (Dear Heart, Moon River,
Days of Wine & Roses
Maple Leaf Rag
Misty
My Cup Runneth Over
Rhapsody on a Theme by Paganini
Romeo And Juliet
Slaughter On 10th Avenue
Something Stupid
The Sting – Part 1 (The Entertainer, Solace,
The Easy Winners)
The Sting – Part 2 (Pineapple Rag, The Easy Winners)
Tenderly
That’s All
Theme From Love Story
Theme From The Apartment
Try To Remember
Variations on a Theme of Chopsticks
(Arr. Armbruster & Flynt)
Warsaw Concerto

Two rolls Bill coded to Ampico from Duo-Art or Welte
Rolls:
Variations on a Theme by Paganini (DA)
The Union (Welte)- The Star Spangled Banner, Yankee
Doodle, Hail Columbia

Bill coded five rolls for Duo-Art:
Toccata And Fugue
Warsaw Concerto
African Echoes “Jungle Echoes”
Slaughter on Tenth Avenue.
Rhapsody on a Theme by Paganini

When making these rolls, he would mark the full roll in
pencil with the notes, sustaining pedal, soft pedal, and coding.
Then each note and expression hole was cut by hand. Then he
would play this rough draft roll on the piano and make edits as
appropriate. But prior to it being classified as the “Master Roll”,
he would take the roll to various Ampico owners in Dallas and
listen to it on their unique pianos. Further modifications were
made in order that it would play best on a consortium of pianos
rather than on just one. The roll was sent to John Malone at
Playrite Music Rolls and he would punch the master roll for final
editing. Bill would make any last minute adjustments and return
the roll for full production runs. Bill showed the group various
rolls that were his master roll at various stages with pencil makings and all. I don’t think anyone knew how much time, care,
and effort went into each of these collector rolls.
30

I was fortunate enough to have my first reproducing
piano at Bill’s shop for restoration in 1980. I worked side-byside with Bill in the restoration of my piano and his Knabe as
well. He demonstrated to me a current roll project of Variations
in Miniature on Chopsticks. He was planning on playing the
accompaniment live with roll recording artist, Robert Armbruster, at the 1980 Pasadena AMICA convention. He was hand
punching the notes for the roll from the music score and then
interpreting the coding and placing it on the score. Little did I
know that several months later that I would be hearing this magnificent piece of music and AMICAn history in person in Pasadena. The rolls were then signed and were made available after the
banquet dinner. For Bill’s description of this project, please see
The Amica Bulletin, Vol. 45, No. 2, April/May, 2008, p. 71.
Bill also treated us to a demonstration of his 1923 Tangley T-43 circus calliope which he keeps ready for local events
and parades. The Tangley is an A-roll playable instrument, but
normally he is personally playing the trailer-mounted calliope in
community promenades or patriotic events. To add to the festivities, he uses a clown or two to greet and shake hands with the little kids alongside the parade route. Dallas and Fort Worth area
residents have turned out in record numbers for his renowned
Fourth of July musical events.
We conducted a business meeting and discussed business and couldn’t adjourn quickly enough since we had more fun
and interesting matters at hand. First and foremost, we celebrated the December 3rd birthday of Janet Tonnesen. She was presented with a large bouquet of flowers and a beautiful snow
white angel ceramic bell which is a mirror image of her exact
likeness. The Tonnesen’s have performed local chapter responsibilities flawlessly and effortlessly and have greatly contributed to
keeping the group strong and together after so many years. We
followed this presentation with a gift exchange which has everyone on the edge of their seat as gifts are given, taken away, and
new gifts offered. It was a great event to celebrate a solid year of
meeting attendance and friendship.
The afternoon and evening was a most pleasant and
enjoyable holiday party and everyone was fully entertained and
well dined. We anticipate another year of great meetings and
events in 2012.

Bill giving the group a comprehensive discussion on his roll
coding projects during the 1970s and early 1980s
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Bill’s early
demonstration of
creating and
encoding
Ampico roll in
1970s

AMICA Christmas Chefs Becky Newton and Janet Tonnesen

Bill’s early demonstration of the restoration of his 9’ Knabe
concert grand Ampico piano.

The Texas AMICANs were enamored with wonderful
Christmas musical classics and culinary treats

Bill’s early demonstration of gilding the harp
of his 9’ Knabe concert grand piano.

Bill demonstrates his calliope to AMICAN's

Fabulous
Amica Bulletin article
of Bill's
dedication
of roll
production
April/May
2008
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Bill's continuous community musical
endeavors
never cease
to amaze, as
evidenced by
this early
photo of him,
in character,
as always.
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AMICA 2011 Convention in Pictures
Photos courtesy of Mike & Liz Barnhart, Bill Chapman, Christy Counterman, Connie Wolf, Julian Dyer, Donna Estrey, Terry Smythe, and Paul Watkins

Royal Botanical Gardens - Kew
On the treetop walkway Lyle
Merrithew,
Sandy
Swirsky, Ron
and Judy
Warriner.

Kew Bridge Pumping Station

Liz Barnhart,
Dorothy Olds,
and Dottie
McMenamy
taking a rest.

Brentford Music Museum

Roger Stumfoll competing in the “Footsie” contest
Instrument
demonstrations
underway.

Adam Ramet
demonstrating
Pianolist
technique
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Stonehenge

Even within the antiquity of Stonehenge, ice cream is still a
favorite. Barbara Hartwell, John and Glenda Steain,
Ron Hartwell and Dorothy Olds.

Salisbury

Great Dorset Steam Fair
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Carol
Veome
admires
Kathryn
Dumas’ Flea
Market find
while husband Bob
approves.

Betty Schumacher on one of many Carousels.
34
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Minehead
Judy
Warriner
and
Donna
Estrey
searching for
beach
glass.

Liz and
Mike
Barnhardt
preparing
to descend
into the
Big Pit

Judy
Warriner in
the heather
in Wales.

On The Road

WOW!

B and Marie Bronson
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Frank and Shirley Nix
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A Visit with Bernie and Anne Brown

S.S. Great Britain

The man in charge...

Eleanor and Terry Smythe
36

S.S, Great Britain

Christy Counterman and Carol Veome
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Mel Septon and Kathy Stone

Chuck and Peggy Schoppe

Restored Roman Baths in BATH

Great Western Railway Museum - Swindon
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Thursford - Organs & Steam Vehicles

Museum of East Anglia - Stowmarket

Pinned cylinder driven carillon

lavenham

38
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Strumpshaw Steam Museum

Yarmouth Seaside Resort

Bressingham
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Suffolk Museum - Cotton

St. Albans Organ Theatre
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Personal Travel Extentions
Mike and Liz Barnhart

A visit with Ron and Barbara Hartwell

Bekonscot Model Village - Beaconsfield

De Havilland Heritage Museum

A visit with Lyn and John Mercy
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A visit with Julian Dyer, with his pianos, roll scanner and table-top perforator.

Bill Chapman

The London “Eye”
42

A visit with Paul Morris, at his Orchestrelle
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Terry & Eleanor Smythe

James Preddy, Keith Harding,
Terry Smythe

Keith Harding with his award winning
horological sculpture.

Keith Harding, holding main spring of a
Polyphon Changer

Isle of Wight

Warwick Castle

Krasiczyn Castle in Przemysl, Poland

E. Wahrbichler,
organ grinder
on the Charles
Bridge in
Prague.

Couple of barrel
orchestrions in
the Czech
National Music
Museum in
Prague.
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Jessie Masson
Melbourne’s forgotten pianist and Duo-Art roll artist
by Steve Rattle
Reproducing piano collectors have for many years
known of the existence of Australian born roll artist Jessie Masson. Her one Duo-Art roll of ‘Traumerei’ by Schumann 5663 was
released in June 1915. But who was this mystery female pianist?

degree of expressive sentiment,
bringing to hearing the complete
charm of this appealing, lovely
writing”.
Steve Rattle

The next reported performance
that has surfaced comes from the Melbourne Argus of Wednesday 30 June, 1915 advertising a 1 July concert as detailed:
ASSEMBLY HALL

Collins Street

To-Morrow (Thursday) Evening

8 o’clock

Re-appearance of Miss
JESSIE MASSoN
The brilliant Melbourne Pianist who recently returned from the
musical centres of Europe and America

Katherine Jessie Masson was born in Hawthorn, Victoria on 13 November 1884. Daughter of William Masson,
builder and Mary Jane Ormond, Jessie displayed talent at the
pianoforte and commenced study with Melbourne teacher Herr
Louis Hattenbach. An early concert performance reported in the
Malvern and Caulfield Standard from Saturday 13 October, 1906
has Jessie supporting Miss Felice Crozier, the ‘promising and talented violinist’. I wonder what ever happened to Miss Crozier,
another forgotten Melbourne musician?
The paper further
reported; ‘also on the program was a piano recital of
Beethoven’s trio in Bb major,
Opus 11 by Miss Jessie Masson. The Scherzo in E minor
was
also
presented’.
Teacher Hattenbach, as mentor and chaperone, was on
hand to complete the
evening’s musical festivities
with a ‘Hungarian Rhapsody’ but the ignorant
reporter has neglected to
inform us which one it was.
Melbourne electoral
rolls for 1909 and 1914
reveal that Miss K.J. Masson
was residing in Jolimont, an
inner eastern Melbourne suburb with occupation listed as ‘pianist’.
Having then departed Australia and sometime in early
1915, Jessie ventured to the recording studios of the Aeolian
Corporation in New York and recorded her only released piano
roll. The 1915 Duo-Art catalogue states:

Assisted by
Miss Violet Somerset and Mr Alberto Zelman
___________________________________________________
Programme
1.
2.

Sonata in one movement in B minor
Miss Jessie Masson
Songs
(a) Longing
Tschaikowsky
(b) Le Voyageur
Godard
(c) Qui done vous a donne von
Godard

yeun

Miss Violet Somerset
3.

Piano Soli
(a) Intermezzo in E flat major
(b) Two Rhapsodies - B minor and G minor

Brahms
Brahms

Miss Jessie Masson
4.

Piano Soli
(a) Etude C sharp minor Opus 25
(b) Valse E minor (posthumous) (by request)
(c) Prelude and nocturne for the left hand alone
(d) Reflects dana l’ean
(e) Jardins sous la pluie

Chopin
Chopin
Scriabine

Debussy
Debussy

Miss Jessie Masson
5.

Sonata for Piano Forte and Violin in D minor Brahms
Miss Jessie Masson and Mr Alberto Zelman

Box plan now open at Pianola Co.
Prices 5/- (Reserved), 3/- and 2/-

“Suffice it to say that the present roll is interpreted by a
well known Australian pianist, who here has voiced a fine
44

Liszt
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Faulkner Smith, Manager.

Interesting to see Jessie documented as the return of ‘the
brilliant Melbourne pianist who recently returned from the musical centres of Europe and America’. Further research will hopefully identify and pinpoint details of her studies and concerts. No
doubt the Great War cut short her European concerts, but a return
from America by June 1915 did not represent a long overseas
stay, given her electoral roll status the previous year.
The connection with Aeolian is also noted with the box
plan open at the ‘Pianola Company’ then located at 252 Collins
Street, Melbourne. Hong Kong born Australian contralto Violet
Somerset (1882-1964) had a modest career on the concert platform but later excelled as a vocal teacher. North Melbourne born
Alberto Zelman Jnr. (1874 – 1927) was at that time, the most
important and influential musician and teacher practicing in Melbourne.
Jessie next turns up in Wellington, New Zealand. The
Wellington Evening Post of 29 December 1916 advertises a
forthcoming concert at the Town Hall comprising:
Mons. Selinsky – the famous Russian violinist whose
playing in Sydney and Melbourne created a furore
John Amadio – the ‘worlds greatest’ flautist and a native
of Wellington
Elsy Treweek – Australia’s foremost soprano
Jessie Masson – Australia’s distinguished pianist

Returning sons to their birthplace always seem to
acquire ‘world’s greatest’ status! Melbourne soprano Elsy Treweek (c.1889–1953) was better known at the time as Mrs. Fred
Collier. Collingwood born bass-baritone Collier (1885-1964)
with Elsy had yet to arrive in the British Isles to commence their
impressive overseas careers.
In September 1918, Jessie decided to try her luck again
overseas and a farewell concert was organised. Violet Somerset
and Fred Collier joined Jessie at the Assembly Hall, Melbourne.
Immigration and shipping records state that Katherine J.
Masson departed Honolulu on board the ‘Manoa’ on 29 April
1919 aged 34 years. By January 1920 Jessie was back in Honolulu giving piano recitals. She made contact with Violet Somerset
in Melbourne requesting that she join her ‘for a few weeks’.
Reports from their Hawaiian concerts were favourable, playing to
‘enthusiastic audiences’ as the American’s in Honolulu were
‘eager to hear good artists’. At this time Jessie begins billing
herself as ‘Madalah’ Masson. Ennis Honey, Violet Somerset’s
biographer states that this was ‘her second name’ but there is no
documented proof to substantiate this statement. Where the name
‘Madalah’ originated remains a mystery.
Next located shipping record has Jessie arriving in
Southampton on board ‘Royal George’, ex New York, on 18
April 1920 aged 35 years. Address in London was shown as
Omaburgh House, Regent Park. A return visit to New York confirmed, but no further Duo-Art recordings resulted.
Romance blossomed at some stage as Jessie married
American widower John William Hartpence, a New Jersey born
merchant, on 24 July 1920. The service was held at The Parish
Church, St. Thomas Portman Square, London. The bride’s age
recorded as 36 years, the groom 49. Jessie details her residence
as Hamilton Gardens, St. John’s Wood.
Further information located on William Hartpence
expands upon the ‘merchant’ title. His career as a piano consul-

tant specialising in piano sales inevitably put him into contact
with performer Jessie.
The 1920’s will require further research for this newly
married couple and exact details are still a mystery. Where did
they settle? What concertizing did Jessie undertake during this
decade? Interestingly the next reference located for Jessie has her
returning to Australia and the Melbourne Town Hall on Saturday
11 July, 1931. Under the direction of Bernard Heinze (later Sir),
Jessie participates in the ‘Celebrity Concerts’ under the name
Jessie Madalah Masson.
In May 1934 the Australian Broadcasting Commission
gave a reception for visiting conductor, Sir Hamilton Harty.
‘Madalah’ Masson was hired, among other artists, for the event
having ‘recently returned from an American concert tour’. She
again joined old friend Violet Somerset for the concert at the
Lyceum Club in Queen Street, Melbourne. Reports of Sir Hamilton’s comments about ‘the place of women in the musical world’
did not sit well with Violet and Madalah!
One further travel statement has surfaced. Travelling as
Jessie Masson, our pianist arrived in Fremantle, Western Australia on 16 August 1941. Vessel being the ‘Aquitania’, ex Port
Taufiq, Egypt en route to Sydney, N.S.W. Perhaps Jessie was
returning from entertaining the Australian forces stationed in
Egypt or Africa? She certainly does not appear to be fazed by the
dangers of international travel during war time.
Settling in San Francisco in 1944, Jessie spent the
remaining 25 years of her life in the U.S. Husband John died at
age 95 on 12 December, 1964 at their home - apartment 56, 701
Pine Street, San Francisco.
Duo-Art roll artist Katherine Jessie Madalah Masson
Hartpence died on 9 June, 1969 aged 84 years. She was buried at
Woodland Memorial Park, Colma, California on 16 June. Why
did she record only one reproducing roll? Were Aeolian not
impressed, or was she not impressed with the recording? Or was
she another promising artist whom Aeolian invited to record and
later issued a single performance to swell their artist roster?
Sadly these questions will most likely remain unanswered.
Finally I can give credence to the remaining unknown
Australian roll artist who has for so long remained a mystery.

Ed Note: Steve Rattle may be contacted at:
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srattle@setsolutions.com.au
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New York Times
New York, NY
26 December 2011

In The News

at the Franklin Institute. While working on the book he learned
that Georges Méliès, the early French filmmaker who is central
to the story, had a collection of automatons that was eventually
thrown out. Mr. Selznick knew little about the machines. An
Graceful Moves, for a Boy Made of Metal Internet search turned up references to the Franklin Institute’s
automaton.
By HENRY FOUNTAIN
“When I called, that’s when I was informed it had broPhIlADelPhIA — What makes an automaton tick?
ken many years earlier,” he said in an interview. “And that it was
in the basement and out of view.”
For the one on display at the Franklin Institute here, the
When Mr. Selznick visited, the Maillardet automaton’s
answer is: a couple of hefty spring motors. The automaton, a
head was off, and it could not actually write or draw. But Mr.
mechanized doll built more than two centuries ago by the Swiss
Penniman was able to wind it up and show him how things
watchmaker Henri Maillardet, uses the power from the wind-up
moved, and how all the gears and cams worked. “It feels like
motors, carried through linkages to its right arm, to write and
Charles has this very personal friendship with the automaton,”
draw.
Mr. Selznick said.
But it is what’s
Mr. Selznick was
between the motors and
also instrumental in getthe arm that makes the
ting
the
machine
two-foot-high Mailrepaired, by Andrew
lardet automaton seem
Baron, a designer of
like more than a
pop-up books and restormachine. A stack of
er of vintage mecharotating brass cams prenisms in Santa Fe, N.M.
cisely control the arm
Mr. Baron came to
movements. As steel
the museum for several
levers follow hills and
weeks in 2007 and set to
valleys cut into the
work, with the aid of
edges of the rotating
photographs Mr. Pennidisks, the arm moves
man had taken. “On one
smoothly along three
photo, Charlie had writaxes — side to side, to
ten, ‘Possible shoulder
and fro, up and down.
impingement,’ ” he
In essence, the
recalled. “I operated it
disks are its read-only
for the first time and it
memory, giving the
jammed up — and it was
Charles F. Penniman oversees the movement of the automaton's
automaton a repertory of
the
shoulder.”
many cams, which function as its read-only memory.
three poems — two in
He took apart some
French and one in English — and four drawings, including one
elements of the mechanism, had a crucial replacement part proof a Chinese temple.
duced by the museum’s machinist, and oiled and adjusted the
“It’s amazing that it does it,” said Charles F. Penniman,
rest. The automaton, which sits, unclothed, in a glass display case
a retired museum employee who gently tends to the automaton.
as part of the museum’s permanent “Amazing Machine” exhibi“But it’s really amazing that it still does it after 200 years.”
tion, is now in working order, although it is demonstrated only
The Maillardet automaton hasn’t always done it — in
rarely.
two centuries it has had about as many ups and downs as the
When it is operated, Mr. Penniman and museum staff
undulations on the cams. It was exhibited across Europe for four
treat it with kid gloves, using a block of aluminum to delicately
or five decades, may have been brought to the United States by
set the hand and its pen (the original writing instrument is
the 19th-century showman P. T. Barnum, and was damaged in a
unknown; it was lost long ago) in the proper position over a
fire (perhaps at Barnum’s museum in Philadelphia) before being
small piece of paper. Once wound up and turned on, the machine
donated by a local family to the Franklin Institute in 1928. Over
whirs into action, producing a drawing or poem in about three
the years it’s been dressed as a boy (right) and a woman (wrong),
minutes. Each requires multiple cams, and trouble can arise when
and inspected, adjusted, modified and repaired, sometimes poorthe machine has to move the whole stack, by only an eighth of an
ly.
inch, to shift cams. If all goes exceedingly well, it will automatiBut these are heady times for the machine, and for othcally begin another drawing or poem shortly after finishing the
ers like it that were outgrowths of European watchmaking: An
first.
automaton plays a crucial supporting role in the current Martin
Automatons of this type were exhibited by makers of
Scorsese film, “Hugo,” and in the 2007 illustrated novel the film
fine watches as advertising and public relations tools to build
was based on, “The Invention of Hugo Cabret,” by Brian
exposure to their wares, said Jeremie Ryder, conservator of the
Selznick.
Murtogh D. Guinness Collection of automatons and mechanical
Mr. Selznick was inspired, in large part, by the machine
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musical instruments at the Morris Museum in Morristown, N.J.
Early-19th-century audiences would have been astonished by the
lifelike movements.
No one knows exactly how they were made — trade
secrets were common at the time — but the precision of the work
is remarkable. “The pieces that date from that period were the
pinnacle of complexity,” Mr. Ryder said. “There was an extreme
amount of hand labor that went into them.”
“It’s hard to get a very lifelike, fluid motion of a simple
arm movement or hand movement without becoming jerky,” he
added. “Here they were doing it just brilliantly.”
Mr. Penniman said he first understood how extraordinary the machine was when he studied the movements encoded
by the cams. “I said, ‘Oh, I did geometry — x, y and z axis,’ ” he
recalled. But then he realized that it was not so simple: If Maillardet wanted the automaton to draw a straight diagonal line, for
instance, he had to encode the cams to move the arm back while
it was moving side to side — otherwise it would draw an arc.
“How do you think that through?” Mr. Penniman said.
“Yes, you’re a clockmaker, and yes, you’ve had that experience.
But this is a lot more complicated.”
Even more remarkable for Mr. Baron, the restorer in
New Mexico, were the movements of the head and eyes, which
are controlled by a couple of simpler cams.
“Maillardet could have had the head in a fixed position,
the eyes in a fixed position,” he said. Instead, when the automaton stops writing briefly as the cam stack shifts, the head comes
up and the eyes turn up and gaze out for a few seconds, and then
lower as the hand begins moving again.

“In this moment, he appears to his audience as if he’s
thinking about what is going to do next,” Mr. Baron went on.
“It’s performance art.”
Maillardet “created an illusion of life,” he said. “That, to
me, is the real magic.”

Charles F. Penniman, a retired museum employee,
gently tended to the automaton.
Ed Notes:

Article may be seen at:

http://tinyurl.com/7h5tdju
See also - Maillardet's Automaton

http://tinyurl.com/3bb9fa

Web Sites of Interest
Dave Wickerham & Dick Kroeckel at the Denver
Paramount - Outstanding!
http://tinyurl.com/cfxqdkz
http://tinyurl.com/7o46zuv
(contributed by Bill Decker)
AMICA member Pierre Girard in the news
http://tinyurl.com/7yvlq2s
http://tinyurl.com/6wqn7wm
(contributed by Jerrilyn Boehland)
Precision Music Rolls (David Saul)
http://www.precisionmusicrolls.com/
BBC Fifties Radio Themes (Parts 1 and 2)
http://tinyurl.com/caomo2z
http://tinyurl.com/cpvlnvy
(contributed by Bill Flynt)

Really cool presentation by UofMinnesota
http://tinyurl.com/bmvqtpo
(contributed by Lyle Merrithew and sandy swirski)
Christmas Concerto for 2 Toy Pianos
by Artis Wodehouse
http://tinyurl.com/cuc4zsx
(contributed by keith Bigger)
Note names, MIDI numbers and frequencies
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/notes.html
(contributed by Fred Lochner)
Ragnar Hellspong's Free Ragtime and Scores
http://www.ragsrag.com
Silenced musical treasures languish in Mich. vault
http://tinyurl.com/899eljk

Neat performance of the Hallelujah Chorus
http://tinyurl.com/28w3kq2

(contributed by ed sewall)
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In Memoriam
Warren Deasy

harry Gail Clarke

September 6, 1925 – October 8, 2011

September 16, 1920 - January 12, 2012

AMICA lost a good friend with the passing of Warren
Deasy.
Warren fell in love with a carousel when he was a small
boy in Portland, Oregon. He felt then that he wished he owned
it, and his love survived until his middle age, when the opportunity arose to buy the Griffith Park Merry-Go-Round in partnership with Rosemary West.
He had actually been looking for an organ and answered
an ad, which turned out to belong to one of the then owners, and
ended up buying the whole carousel. In his book, “The MerryGo-Round is Worn” he said he felt it was a license to steal, figuring the money would roll in from ticket sales.
He said he found out fairly soon that carousel ownership
entailed more than just taking in the money and enjoying thrill.
Maintenance, supply purchases, Park Department requirements,
and other things soon reared their heads and brought real life into
the equation. He ended up buying a truly marvelous Stinson
organ to replace the Wurlitzer 165 on site, which was a thrill
when it arrived and began playing.
Warren never fell out of love with the carousel, though,
feeling each and every horse had a “personality” of its’ own. He
loved the people who came to ride and appreciated the beauty
and history of the ride, and was ever generous to AMICA when
we asked to have a meeting there. He would have us come when
the ride closed to the public and spend the evening enjoying the
music and riding the carousel into the night.
We shall all miss Warren, and hope he has gone to the
great carousel in the sky, which won’t take so much work, but
will fill his heart with happiness.
Shirley Nix

Watchung, NJ: harry Gail Clarke, age 91, died on
Thursday, January 12, 2012 at Overlook Hospital in Summit. He
was born in Toronto, Canada, had lived in Little Silver before
moving to Watchung 44 years ago. He also enjoyed time at their
lake house on Lake Mohawk in Sparta, NJ.
Mr. Clarke
received his Bachelor's Degree in
Mechanical Engineering
from
Newark College of
Engineering of
NJIT. He founded
Clarke Engineering
in Linden over 61
years ago, he
remained active in
an advisory capacity as well as managing his real estate
holdings.
Gail along with Dorothy (Dee) was a long-time active
member of both MBSI and AMICA. During the past several
years they have built a rather admirable collection that far
exceeded the space in their house requiring a large out building
for most of the wonderful instruments that delighted many people of all generations.
He was a member of the NJ Society of Professional
Engineers and the Union County Chamber of Commerce. He was
also the Director of Union County Savings Bank and a longtime
member of Wilson Memorial Church. He was a member of
Rotary International for more than 50 years, currently a member
of the Watchung/Warren Club.
Mr. Clarke is predeceased by his first wife, Alice Wood
in 1980, his children, Richard Gary and Carol Beverly Hall.
He is survived by his wife, Dorothy Ann Lohr Clarke;
his children with his late wife, Alice, Marilyn Clarke Sattler and
her husband, Mark Sattler, Donald Clarke and his wife, Kathleen
and Jeffrey Clarke and his wife, Donna; his son-in-law, William
Hall; his step-daughter, Suzanne Fenstemaker and her husband,
Bill. Also surviving are his grandchildren, Peter Hall, Heather
Hall Green, Matthew Clarke, Ryan Clarke, Sarah Fenstemaker
and Kevin Fenstemaker.
A Memorial Service was held on Saturday, January 21,
2012 at 11:00 a.m. at Wilson Memorial Church, 7 Valley Road,
Watchung, NJ 07069.Arrangements under the direction of Higgins Home for Funerals, Watchung.
www.wilsonmemorialchurch.com.
Ed Note: Gail was a long time member of the NJ Society of Professional Engineers. In 2005, he received the Distinguished
Engineering Service Award. Within his response at that time, he
stated:

“We have an obligation to share and serve!”
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ADVERTISING

FoR SALE

GeneRAl InFORMATIOn ABOuT All ADVeRTISInG In
The AMICA BulleTIn

The GOlDen AGe of AuTOMATIC MuSICAl InSTRuMenTS.

All advertising should be directed to:
Terry Smythe
55 Rowand Avenue
Winnipeg, MB, Canada R3J2N6
Phone: (204) 832-3982 (email preferred)
e-mail:: smythe@shaw.ca
Ad copy must contain text directly related to the product/service being
offered. Extraneous text will be deleted at the Editor's discretion. Advertisers will be invoiced, with payment to AMICA Treasurer. Telephone
ads will not be accepted due to high risk of errors. AMICA reserves the
right to edit or to reject any ad deemed inappropriate or not in keeping
with AMICA'sgoals and objectives
.
The BulleTIn accepts advertising without endorsement, implied or
otherwise, of the products or services being offered. Publication of business advertising in no way implies AMICA's endorsement of any commercial operation.
AMICA PuBlICATIOnS ReSeRVeS The RIGhT TO ACCePT,
ReJeCT, OR eDIT AnY AnD All SuBMITTeD ARTICleS
AnD ADVeRTISInG.
All items for publication must be submitted directly to the
Editor/Publisher for consideration.

New reduced price — order now! To celebrate our 10th anniversary, Art Reblitz’ award-winning reference is now only $99 plus $5 S/H (single copy USA ground shipment). This
book has set a new standard with its hundreds of spectacular color photographs.
We guarantee you’ll find it to be one of
the most interesting, inspiring, informative books you have in your library—or
your money back. Everyone has been
delighted, and some readers have
ordered several copies. Get your copy
today. Mechanical Music Press - A, 70
Wild Ammonoosuc Rd., Woodsville, NH 03785. 603-747-2636.
6-11
http://www.mechanicalmusicpress.com
neW PIAnO ROll BOXeS - Duo-Art Audiographic series Exactly like the originals! Maroon with Gold Printing, all 3
sizes available! (small & medium are "Top Hat" style) $6.00 ea.
Quantities are limited, so get them before they are all gone!
AMPICO boxes in two sizes: "Top Hat" boxes (for small rolls
with false bottom), and Large (for 3" flange). Black Leather
with Gold Printing, Exactly like the originals, $5.00 ea.
88 note roll boxes in two sizes-Large (fits 2 34 flange) covered
with Black Alligator paper (Top), Black Leather (Bottom) $3.00
ea. Small (fits 2" flange) Covered with Black Leather Paper
(Top), White Litho (Bottom) $2.00 ea.

ClASSIFIeD AD RATeS FOR AMICA MeMBeRS:
1-100 Words
$20.00
Non-member rates are double for all advertising.
DISPlAY ADVeRTISInG
Double page color
$ 200.00
Full Page color
$ 150.00
Double page B&W
$ 150.00
Full page B&W
$ 100.00
Half Page B&W
$ 75.00
Quarter Page B&W
$ 50.00
Business Card
$ 30.00
Non-member rates are double for all advertising

Other repair supplies available- Parchment Leaders, Tabs,
Tubes, Flanges, Repair Tissue. Quantity Discounts available.
(1-12)
Rich Ingram 626-824-4404
rollguyrich@yahoo.com

Special 6 for 5 Ad Offer - Place any ad, for a full year (6 issues), and
pay for only 5 issues. Payable in advance. Photographs or halftones
$15.00 each. Loose Sheet or Insert Advertising: Inquire
Display advertisers supply camera-ready copy. Copy that is oversized or
undersized will be changed to correct size. We ordinarily do not prepare
advertisements from raw content.
PAYMenT: Advertisers will be invoiced. Make check payable to
AMICA INTERNATIONAL. Typesetting and layout size alterations
charges will be billed if required by professional services.
DeADlIneS: Submissions must be received no later than the first of
the odd months (January, March, May, July, September, November).
The Bulletin will be mailed not later than the first week of the even
months.

A painter paints pictures on canvas.
But musicians paint their pictures on silence.
Leopold Stokowski

Group photo at 1995 AMICA convention in england and Holland. There is a limited number of this wonderful photo available. It was taken at Dulwich College. Replace a lost copy, get
one in order to have a picture of someone special. Color photo 9
x 18 comes in a tube. Cost to send is $2.00. If interested, email
Dorothy Bromage at bromaged@verizon.net or phone 978670-1269. A photo is available by email.
rf
Two industrial grade roll scanners as pictured and described in
the AMICA Bulletin, Vol. 47, #1, 2010.
1) 176 note Aeolian Duo-Art organ roll scanner. MIDI output.
$2500.00 plus crating and shipping. Can be altered to scan other
rolls with a change of tracker bars.
2) Universal Scanner for any roll up to 17-1/2" wide. Custom
programmed new HP recording computer. $3500.00 plus crating and shipping.
Both includes spare parts and documentation. Jim Crank,
Phone eves at 650-365-2005, 1621 Palm Ave. Redwood City, CA
94061,
jdcrank@pacbell.net
rf
InTRODuCInG Piano eMT, LLC, A player piano rebuilding service servicing the South East from the Atlanta Georgia
Metro area. In association with the Crabb Piano Technology
School & Piano Service, Piano EMT provides a complete
rebuilding and restoration service for all types of pianos,
orchestrions and pump organs. Contact Walt Gerber, 770-3618722, info@pianoemt.com
www.pianoemt.com
rf
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1922 MARShAll & WenDel 5' 2" GRAnD MAHOGONAY IN GREAT SHAPE. LOCATED IN N.C. PLAYS WELL
NEEDS TUNING. RECENTLY REBUILT ALL PLAYER
MECHANISM PAID $8500 FOR THAT. NOW ONLY $4000
OR BEST OFFER. NEED ROOM FOR SOMETHING ELSE.
919 524-4000 VeRnOn GAnTT
rf
losche Orchestrion with xylophone, cymbal, and woodblock.
Converted to G roll operation, retains
original Losche spoolbox. Plays, but
will need full restoration, $6500. Rare
Kuhl & Klatt Piano w/mandolin,
includes 10 multi-tune Pneuma rolls,
unrestored. $2500. Additional 75 rolls
available for purchase. 60 key Street
Organ with 175 pipes, glockenspiel,
and percussion, has midi conversion
with 400 song library. Original key frame and book music included, $19,500. Contact Don at (310) 795-9144 or email
rf
phonoworks @hotmail.com
PAul lOSChe

Flute & Violin solo piano (page 490 Encyclopedia of Automatic Musical Instruments)
Has Art Deco case. Old restoration in playing
condition includes 50 original and recut rolls.
Located in S. California. Contact Dave Goddard
@
(626)
794-0964
or
davegoddard@earthlink.net $27,500 rf

Player Pianos & rolls: 19?? Baby Grand Brumbach or Baldwin? with Welte system. Previous
owner rebuilt player and re-tubed, but
didn't finish. $600. Stuyvesent
65/88 note upright with unique fallboard panel (hinges down to reveal
player controls) Restore-able condition
$400. (same $ I paid for it). hobart
M. Cable quarter sawn oak with unique piston type roll motor,
pedals slide out from the bottom board $400.00 (same $ I paid
for it). MAnY ThOuSAnDS of piano rolls (sorry no list).
Two Dynavoice keytop players (one working, one not) + 1 for
parts $400 for all 3. Rich Ingram (626) 824-4404
rollguyrich@yahoo.com
rf
nauck's Vintage Records is the world's premier company dealing in vintage 78rpm & cylinder phonograph records. Each catalog contains over 10,000 items ranging from jazz to blues to
opera to rock & roll and everything in between. We also sell new
turntables, audio equipment, custom styli, antique phonographs,
books, discographies, record sleeves and collector supplies. Visit
us at www.78rpm.com and request a free catalog! Kurt nauck,
22004 Sherrod Ln., Spring, TX 77389 281-288-7826
rf
Kurt Nauck
E-Mail: nauck@78rpm.com
c/o Nauck's Vintage Records
Phone: (281) 288-7826
22004 Sherrod Ln.
Fax: (425) 930-6862
Spring, Texas 77389
www.78rpm.com
www.NewPledge.org
www.TexasReady.net
www.MDADA.org
1927 Steinway Duo-Art "XR" in mahogany case, original,
unrestored. $6,500.00 A good, solid instrument ready for a fine
restoration. DOuG MCGee, 3268 Lake Forest Park Rd. , Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235, (920) 743-8684,
rf
dpmcgee1925@charter.net
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ed Sprankle Piano Roll Auction Weekly on eBay. Ragtime Blues - Jazz - Music Related Collectibles. Weekly selection from
my Father's World Class Collection of 88 Note and "A" Player
Piano Rolls listed each and every Wednesday. Search for my
eBay Seller ID:jensprank Any additional questions can be
directed to
rf
jennifer.sprankle@sbcglobal.net
My piano shop building in Big Springs Nebraska, has been sold.
I must sell all of the inventory located 200 miles NE of Denver
on I-80. This shop was shown on the CBS Sunday Morning
News television show, 1995. All my pianos listed have been
climate controlled, so all are rebuildable. One very good Aeolian
Spinet player, one Baby Grand Recordo player, and 14 other
players, several uprights, four Square Grand pianos - 3 Steinways, one Knabe. Piano stools, benches, 7 skins leather, player
cloth, tubes and tubing, much assorted metal parts. Good box
sheet music, 78rpm records. Klint Schlake,
rf
8 - 5 mst, 308-889-3522
kbuette@yahoo.com
See also:
http://tinyurl.com/7anatfm

Wanted
Original Seeburg KT eagle glass, 2 front doors, front and top
lid. electrova Style 66, 2 post lamps, electrova 65 note rolls.
electrova 88 note rolls. Peerless elite rolls. Coinola Style X
coin accumulator cover. Seeburg h front glass brass "candle
cups" (the brass cup like parts that were under the brass pipes)
motor mounting shelf, pipe reservoir springs. link Piano motor
drive belt tension pulley and mounting hardware. Seeburg
long coin chute to accumulator, right side as you look at it roll
frame whole side bracket. Contact: Jon Fortunato, 4 W.O.
Bauer Lane, Orangeburg, NY 10962, 845 727 0192
rf
jfortun1@optonline.ne
need repairman for Regina hexaphone, mechanism is clean
and complete but is out of adjustment or whatever. I also wish to
purchase a music box mechanism for a regina 15 1/2" disc
table top player - preferably a 'early home' model style 52 (double comb) or a style 55 single comb.
harold engelhaupt,
located in USA central standard time zone, phone 913-491-1216
ftclaghorn@aol.com
rf
WurliTzer APP or Caliola rolls. Original or recut.
APP 5
tune changer or 10 tune longframe. {If the five tune changer
rolls are missing their leaders, I have replacement leaders}.
Paul horgan, 27 BridgeRoad, Haddam CT 06438-1354, 860345-4137.
paulsedsel@comcast.net
rf
MIDI-controlled/playable music box…Could anyone make
these? Will pay high dollar to commission one. Also want: old
mechanical chromatic percussion and carillon instruments
and theatre or organ audio equipment, amps, speakers, tubes.
Deagan instruments: Reveille Bells, Saucer Bells, Cup Bells,
Shaker Chimes, Organ Chimes, Musical Ratchets, Tap Bells,
Musical Coins, Vibra-harp, Tuned Sleigh Bells, Piano-Vibraharp,
Una-Fon. Schulmerich, RCA theremin, Western Electric, Altec,
RCA, Telefunken, Fairchild, Gates, Collins, and Maas-Rowe.
Hammond Novachord. Automatic/mechanical (or regular, but
mechanical preferred) celestas, chyrsoglotts, harpsichords, xylophones, harp wanted. Kalliope disc music box and Vorsetzers
desired. Contact Mitchell Manger at 310-463-6737
rf
Screenery@gmail.com
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PLEASE VISIT THESE SUPPLIERS oF RoLLS
Brian Stahl: Piano Ticklers Music Rolls
P.O. Box 220, Elizabethville, PA 17023
email: stahl10@comcast.net
www.pianoticklers.com
Phone: (717) 599-1369

Joyce Brite: Player Piano and
Mechanical Music Exchange
http://www.mmdigest.com/Exchange/
http://www.mmdigest.com/Exchange/rollpage.htm
email: antiquedogs@yahoo.com

Rob Deland: Blues Tone Rolls
www.bluesrolls.com
email: robdeland@bluesrolls.com
Phone: (847) 548-6416

Dick Hack: Hack Mechanical Music
2051 Chesapeake Road, Annapolis, MD 21409
email: rhack1@verizon.net
(410) 279-5859 Cell Days
(410) 757-2164 Home Evenings

Bob & Ginny Billings: Sierra Music Rolls
14010 Rim Rock Drive, Reno, NV 89521
email: perforator@sbcglobal.net
Phone: (775) 853-4659
Leedy Brothers Music Rolls
4660 Hagar Shore Road, Coloma, MI 49038
www.leedyrolls.com
Phone: (269) 468-5986 - Fax: (269) 468-0019
Larry Norman: Rollertunes
www.home.earthlink.net/~rollertunes
email: rollertunes@earthlink.net
Phone: (540) 721-7188
Don Teach: Shreveport Music Co.
1815 E. 70th Street, Shreveport, LA 71105
email: donteach@shreveportmusic.com
Phone: (318) 798-6000 - Fax: (318) 797-4572
Robin Pratt: Artists' Choice Music Rolls
email: pianola@aol.com
Phone: (419) 626-1903
516 Pierce Street, Sandusky, OH 44870-4725
Steve Bentley, SB-"o" Rolls series.
Play-Rite Music Rolls
1536 N. Palm St.,
Turlock. CA 95380. U.S.A.
Phone. (209) 632-5784.
Fax. 209) 667-8241.
email: rollmax@live.ca
QRS Music Technologies, Inc.
1026 Niagara Street, Buffalo, NY 14213
Phone: 1-800-247-6557 - Fax: 1-716-885-7510
www.qrsmusic.com
Magic Melodies
360 Lawless Road, Jamestown, KY 42629
Phone: (270) 343-2061
David Saul: Precision Music Rolls
1043 Eastside Road, El Cajon, CA 92020-1414
email: davesaul@pacbell.net
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Frank L. Himpsl:
Valley Forge Music Roll Company
604 Linnet Road, Audubon, PA 19403
(484)-250-7046 roll shop
(610)-291-1841 my cell
http://www.valleyforgemusicroll.com
Kukral Collection:
Welte-Mignon and 88-Note Rolls
216 Madison Blvd., Terre Haute, IN 47803
Phone: (812) 238-9656
email: Kukral@rose-hulman.edu
Julian Dyer
5 Richmond Rise, Wokingham RG41 3XH,
United Kingdom
www.pianorolls.co.uk
email: enquiries@pianorolls.co.uk
John Motto-Ros
“Nickelodeon Rolls”
“A” “G” “o” Rolls & Boxes
110 Allen Ranch Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
209-267-9252
www.johnnysmusicrolls.com
e-mail: mottoros@sbcglobal.net
Keystone Music Rolls
P.O. Box 650, Bethlehem, PA 18016
Gnaw-Vol-ty Rolls
Stephen Kent Goodman
www.gnaw-vol-ty.com
E-mail: Gnaw-Vol-ty@sbcglobal.net
Fax: 866-828-2165
D.C. Ramey Piano Company, LLC.
17768 Woodview Drive
Marysville OH 43040
708-602-3961
www.dcramey.com
email: dcramey@dcramey.com
Ed Sprankle Piano Roll Auction
Search for my eBay Seller ID:jensprank
email: jennifer.sprankle@sbcglobal.net
Jennifer Sprankle
6114 La Salle Avenue #491
Oakland, CA 94611
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